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GENERAL ABSTRACT 

The main purpose of this thesis is to gain insight into the ecolo gy of aerobic anoxygenic 
photototrophic (AAP) bacteria in freshwater ecosystems by exploring how different 
ecophysiological aspects of these bacteria are affected by potential regulatory factors 
such as light availability , predation pressure , nutrients and dissolved organic carbon . 
Specifically , the three chapters of this thesis explore the regulation of AAP bacteria 
on different ecophysiological aspects . On one hand we studied the regulation of 
net growth , cell size , and relative abundance of AAP bac teri a. On the other , we 
looked at the regulation of the gross growth rate and the single-cell activity of AAP 
bacteria. With respect to regulatory factors , we centered our attention on exploring 
the effect of grazing on regulating the abundance, net growth , and cell size of AAP 
bacteria, although we also investigated the role of nutrients . As to the regulation 
of the activity and growth rate of AAP bacteria , we focused on the effect of Iight, 
dissolved organic carbon and nutrients. By combining empirical and experimental 
approaches we explored the patterns in single-cell activity, gross growth, pigment 
production , phototrophic potential, mortality, cell size, abundance and biomass of 
AAP in the natural environment , as well as the underlying regulatory processes 
in experimental conditions . This mixed approach involved the combination of 
experiments at mesocosm and microcosm scales , the collection of water samples 
in several lakes that cover a wide range of environmental gradients , and the use of 
a variety of microbiological tools that include infrared epi fluorescence microscopy , 
kinetic ftuorometry , mjcroautoradiography , and quantitative real ti me PCR (qPCR) . 

Our main results demonstrate that AAP bacteria are a highly dynamic component 
of freshwater bacterial communities. Compared to the bulk bacterial community , 
AAP are on average larger, more active and faster growing , although this varies 
largely among systems and even within a given community. These features seem 
to render them very attractive to predators , including metazoan zooplankton . 
Consequent! y , AAP bacteria appear to be subjected to a strong grazing pressure 
in freshwater systems, which may explain their very low ambient net growth rates 
and low relative abundances. Nevertheless , their strong predation likely results in 
an effective carbon transfer from the microbial food web to higher trophic levels . 

Our exploration of the effect of light on key physiological processes of freshwater 
AAP communities demonstrates how complex the interactions between the 
environment and the physiology of AAP can be . Our results suggest that , contrary 
to expectations, the higher apparent growth rates and potential competitiveness of 
AAP bacteria may not be directly linked to the ability of AAP bacteria to use light 
energy . The potential Jack of a direct effect of light on the growth and activity of 
AAP does not imply the absence of a benefit from the phototrophic function , but the 
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actual nature of this advantage is stiJl not understood . We confirmed that light has a 
direct effect on the synthesis of BChla in natural AAP communities. Furthermore, 
we suggest that pigment production may be linked to other cellular functions that 
are not directly linked to growth but which may nevertheless represent an advantage 
for AAP cells. Such cellular functions could include the activation of cells, the 
regulation of the expression of their large set of enzymes, or the production of 
carotenoids that are hypothetically associated with protection from phototoxicity. 

We conclude that few inferences can be made concerning the ecological role and 
performance of AAPbacteria based sol ely on theirabundance patterns. Whi lethequestion 
concerning the actual advantage of the phototrophic function of AAP bacteria remains 
unsolved , this thesis makes a significant contribution to the understanding of the role 
of light by providing an integrative scenario that examines the potentiallinks between 
light, AAP growth, activity, regulation and photosynthetic potential. We also suggest 
a nu rn ber of questions and hypotheses that may encourage future studies that will help 
resolving sorne of the uncertainties associated to this functional group of prokaryotes . 

Key words: aerobic anoxygenic photototrophic (AAP) bacteria , freshwater, light , 
grazing, growth, activity, ecophysiology. 



RÉSUMÉ GÉNÉRAL 

Le principal objectif de cette thèse consiste à mieux comprendre l' écologie des 
bactéries aérobiques anoxygéniques phototrophes (AAP) dans les écosystèmes d'eaux 
douces et ce , en explorant comment leurs différentes composantes écophysiologiques 
sont affectées par des facteurs régulateurs tels que la disponibilité de la lumière , la 
prédation , les nutriments et le carbone organique dissous. Les trois chapitres de cette 
thèse explorent plus particulièrement la régulation des bactéries AAP selon différents 
aspects écophysiologiques. D ' une part , nous avons étudié les facteurs qui régulent 
la croissance nette, la taille des cellules et 1 'abondance relative des bactéries AAP 
dans les communautés bactériennes. D 'autre part , nous avons observé la régulation 
du taux de croissance brut et de l ' activité de cellules individuelles des bactéries AAP. 
Par rapport aux facteurs ayant le potentiel de régir les communautés APP, nous avons 
centré notre attention sur l ' effet du broutage et des nutriments sur la régulation de 
l ' abondance , de la croissance nette et de la taille cellulaire. Par rapport aux facteurs 
ayant le potentiel de régir 1 'activité et la croissance des bactéries AAP, nous avons 
centré notre attention sur les effets de la lumière, des nutriments et du carbone 
organique · dissous . En combinant des approches empirique et expérimentale , nous 
avons exploré à la fois les patrons des activités des cellules individuelles , des taux de 
croissances bruts, de la production de pigments, du potentiel phototrophique , de la 
mortalité, de la taille cellulaire , de l ' abondance et de la biomasse des AAP dans leurs 
écosystèmes naturels ainsi que les processus réglementaires sous-jacents en conditions 
expérimentales. Cette approche diverse inclue la combinaison d'expérimentation à 
1 'échelle des mésocosmes et des microscomes, la collecte d ' eau dans plusieurs lacs 
couvrant des grands gradients envin;mnementaux et 1 ' utilisation d ' une variété d'outils 
microbiologiques incluant la microscopie à fluorescence infrarouge , la ftuorimétrie 
cinétique , la microautoradiographie et la PCR quantitative en temps réel (qPCR) . 

Nos résultats principaux démontrent que les bactéries AAP sont une composante 
hautement dynamique des communautés bactériennes d ' eaux douces. Par rapport à 
la totalité de la communauté bactérienne , les bactéries AAP sont en moyenne plus 
grosses , plus actives et ont un taux de croissance plus rapide , qui varie cependant entre 
les systèmes et au sein même d'une même communauté . Ces caractéristiques semblent 
les rendre plus attrayantes aux prédateurs, en incluant le zooplancton métazoaire. 
Par conséquent , les bactéries AAP semblent être soumises à une forte pression de 
broutage dans les écosystèmes d ' eaux douces, ce qui pourrait expliquer leur très 
faible taux de croissance ambient et leurs abondances relatives très basses. En vertu 
de ceci, le brou tage préférentiel des AAP résulte probablement dans un transfert 
efficace du carbone de la toile microbienne vers des niveaux trophiques plus élevés . 

Notre exploration de 1 'effet de la lumière sur les processus physiologiques clés 
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des communautés de bactéries AAP démontre la complexité des interactions 
entre 1 'environnement et la physiologie des AAP. Nos résultats suggèrent que , 
contrairement à nos prévisions, les taux de croissances accrues et le potentiel 
compétitif des bactéries AAP ne peuvent pas être directement liés à la capacité de 
ces bactéries à utiliser 1 'énergie lumineuse. Le manque potentiel d'un effet direct 
de la lumière sur la croissance et activité des AAP n'implique pas l'absence d'un 
bénéfice de la fonction phototrophe, mais suggère plutôt que cet avantage n'est 
pas encore compris . Nous avons confirmé que la lumière a un effet direct sur la 
synthèse de la BChla dans les communautés naturelles de bactéries AAP. De plus, 
nous suggérons que la production de pigments peut être corrélée avec d'autres 
fonctions cellulaires qui ne sont pas directement reliées à la croissance mais qui 
peuvent néanmoins représenter un avantage significatif pour les cellules AAP. Ces 
fonctions cellulaires pourraient inclure l'activation des cellules , la régulation de 
l'expression de leurs grands ensembles d'enzymes ou la production de caroténoïdes 
qui sont hypothétiquement associées avec la protection de la phototoxicité . 

Pour conclure , peu d ' inférences peuvent être apportées concernant le rôle 
écologique et la performance des bactéries AAP basé seulement sur leurs patrons 
d'abondance. Tandis que la question concernant 1 'avantage de la fonction 
phototrophe des bactéries AAP demeure inexpliquée , cette thèse apporte une 
contribution significative à la compréhension du rôle de la lumière en apportant un 
scénario intégratif qui examine les liens potentiels entre la lumière , la croissance 
des bactéries AAP, 1 'activité , la régulation et le potentiel photosynthétique . Nous 
suggérons aussi quelques questions et hypothèses qui pourront encourager des 
études futures à résoudre certaines incertitudes associées à ce groupe de procaryotes. 

Mots clés : bactéries aérobiques anoxygéniques phototrophes (AAP), eau douce , 
lumière , broutage, croissance , activité , écophysiologie. 



INTRODUCTION 

In the late 1970's Harashima and Shiba (Harashima et al., 1978 ; Shiba et al. , 1979) 

described for the first time an interesting and colorful group of cultivable heterotrophic 

bacteria, the aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria. The se prokaryotes produce 

the light-harvesting pigment Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla), which is incorporated into 

a functional photosynthetic system similar to that of anaerobie phototrophic purple 

non-sulfur bacteria (Koblizek, 2015 ; Yurkov and Csotonyi, 2009). Contrary to the ir 

anaerobie counterparts, the photosynthetic system of AAP bacteria is functional only 

under aerobic conditions (Garcia et al., 1994 ; Okamura et al., 1985 ; Yurkov and Beatty, 

1998). Thus, whereas the purple bacteria can either grow photoautotrophically under 

anaerobie conditions or chemoheterotrophically un der aerobic conditions, AAP bacteria 

are able to grow aerobically using simultaneously light and organic matter as energy 

sources (Kolber et al. , 2001 ); this defines AAP as a functional group of strict aerobic 

bac teri a that carry out a photoheterotrophic metabolism (Eiler, 2006 ; Koblizek, 20 15). 

The potential ecological relevance of AAP bacteria remained unexplored until 

Kolber and · collaborators revived the issue in 2000 by reporting not only their 

widespread presence in a variety of coastal and oceanic environments, but also by 

demonstrating their photosynthetic competence in situ (Kolber et al. , 2000 ; Kolber 

et al., 2001). This "rediscovery" of AAP marked the beginning of investigations 

aiming to explore their biogeochemical role, since it suggested the existence of a new 

path of light-energy input to the aquatic system that had not been captured by any 

primary production method, since it does not involve co2 fixation, does not produce 

oxygen, and uses a pigment different from Chlorophyll a. Moreover, the discovery 

of AAP bacteria has challenged the models of aquatic food webs by suggesting that 

light may have a direct influence on the processing and incorporation of carbon 
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into the bacterial biomass (Karl, 2002 ; Koblizek, 2015 ; Moran and Miller, 2007). 

The following sections present an overview of the current knowledge of the ecolo gy 

of AAP bacteria that place our work in context, and describe the objectives and the 

conceptual and methodological approach that we propose to achieve these objectives. 

0.1 State of knowledge 

0.1 .1 AAP bacteria and their ability to use light energy 

0.1.1.1 Basic information on the physiology of AAP bacteria 

Most of the knowledge regarding the physiology of AAP bacteria has been gained from 

studies with isolates. These studies have revealed distinctive characteristics of these 

bacteria, which are relevant to understand the potential role of this functional group in 

aquatic environrnents. For example, in contrast to other photosynthetic rnicroorganisms, 

AAP cells produce photosynthetic complexes with low levels of BChla, i.e the main 

light-harvesting pigment. A reaction center of an AAP cell generally contains about 

34 molecules of BChla, more than 10-fold lower than those produced by anaerobie 

anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria or by cyanobacteria (Koblizek et al. , 2005 ; Kolber et 

al. , 2001 ). This feature constrains the rate of absorption of photons and, consequent} y, 

the amount of energy potentially gained from phototrophy in AAP bacteria is 

theoretically smaller than that of other phototrophs (Kirclm1an and Hanson, 2013). 

A common feature of AAP cultured strains is their diverse range of intense colors, 

conferred by abundant carotenoids. Only a small fraction of these carotenoids, 
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however, are linked to the photosynthetic function; the vast majority appears 

to be associated with protection from phototoxicity, a phenomenon that results 

from the simultaneous presence of light, BChla biosynthesis intermediates, 

and oxygen (Beatty, 2002 ; Koblizek, 2015 ; Yurkov and Csotonyi, 2009). 

Another interesting feature of AAP cells is that the synthesis of BChla is generally 

inhibited by light. The clustering of photosynthesis-related genes in a superoperon 

(pujLM operon) favors a tight regulation of their expression, which involves a 

elevated energetic cost; during the early stages of light exposure, energy is invested 

in suppressing the synthesis of BChla and activating the cell detoxi:fication system 

against reactive oxygen species. Similarly, during dark growth, the cells invest energy 

for the novo synthesis of the photosystems units (Tomasch et al. , 2011 ). A wider range 

of regulatory factors involving not only light intensity, but also oxygen concentration 

and carbon availability have also been reported (Nishimura et al. , 1996 ; Ouchane 

et al. , 2004 ; Sato et al. , 1985 ; Spring and Riedel, 2013 ; Yurkov and Beatty, 1998). 

Therefore, according with theoretical calculations of the bioenergetics of AAP 

bacteria, it appears that the net energetic bene:fit of phototrophy for AAP bacteria may 

be just enough to compensate the high metabolic costs associated to the production 

and turnover of the photosynthetic apparatus (Kirchman and Hanson, 2013). 

0.1.1.2 The debate on the advantages of phototrophy in AAP 

There is an ongoing debate concerning the metabolic bene:fit that AAP bacteria derive 

from phototrophy, which originates from the contradictory results that have been 

reported re garding the influence of light on AAP bacteria. While experimental studies 

with AAP bacterial isolates have repeatedly demonstrated a positive influence of light 
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on different aspects of the physiology and metabolism of AAP bacteria, (Biebl and 

Wagner-Dobler, 2006 ; Hauruseu and Koblizek, 2012 ; Soora and Cypionka, 2013; 

Spring et al. , 2009, Yurkov and Vangemerden, 1993 ), less clear results have been 

obtained when assessing the effect of light on natural AAP communities. Field studies 

have shown both positive and negative correlations between light availability and the 

patterns in AAP abundance; for example, studies conducted in Mediterranean coastal 

waters reported a positive correlation of AAP abundance and day length (Ferrera et al., 

2013). On the contrary, two large surveys of AAP abundance in freshwater systems 

showed negative correlations of AAP abundance and water transparency (Cuperova et 

al. , 2013 ; Fauteux et al. , 20 15). Moreover, the fewrecent studies that have experimentally 

exposed marine and estuarine bacterial communities to light and dark conditions have 

failed to demonstrate any light stimulation of the incorporation of radioactive leucine 

in natural AAP assemblages (Kirchman et al. , 2014 ; Stegman et al. , 2014). At the 

same time, however, one of these studies showed that the percentage of active AAP 

cells was negatively correlated to water colunm light attenuation, suggesting that 

the proportion of active AAP cells may be enhanced by light (Stegman et al. , 2014). 

Another uncertainty about the benefit from light derived energy on AAP conm1unities 

emerges from the surveys of BChla content per cell in aquatic systems. While 

experimental studies have shown that cultivated AAP bacteria modulate the cellular 

pigment content in response to light availability (Koblizek et al. , 2003 ; Li et al. , 

2006), sinlllarly to photoadaptation by phytoplankton that results in high cell pigment 

concentration in low-light environments (Cullen 1982), field studies have indicated 

that the large variation in the BChla content per cell in natural communities is not 

explained by photoadaptation (Cottrell et al ., 201 0). In contrast, these studies have 

reported a decline in the pigment content per AAP cell with lake depth (Fauteux et al. , 

20 15), or a lack of correlation between the cell BChla content and turbidity (Cottrell et 

al. , 201 0). A more intriguing issue is the larger concentrations ofBChla content found in 
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cells associated with particles relative to free-living AAP bacterial communities, which 

suggest that AAP bacteria may modulate the cellular pigment content in response to 

higher concentrations of dissolved and particulate substrates and not light attenuation 

(Cottrell et al. , 201 0). The controversy surrounding these reports is not solved y et and 

we still have little information about the factors that regulate the production of BChla. 

0 .1 .2 Ecolo gy and distribution of AAP bacteria 

0.1.2.1 Patterns of abundance of AAP bacteria 

Surveys of AAP abundance over the last 15 years have confirmed the widespread 

distribution and the ubiquitous character of this group of bacteria. AAP bacteria have 

been found in a wide variety of aquatic systems ranging from the open-ocean (Ferrera 

et al. , 2013 ; Lami et al. , 2007 ; Lamy et al. , 2011 ; Lehours et al. , 2010 ; Nikrad et 

al. , 2012 ; Palovaara et al. , 2014 ; Sallca et al. , 2008 ; Waidner and Kirchman, 2007) 

to freshwater ecosystems (Cuperova et al. , 2013 ; Eiler et al. , 2009 ; Masin et al. , 

2012 ; Masin et al. , 2008 ; Ruiz-Gonzalez et al. , 2012). In spite of the fact that they 

are found across highly variable environmental conditions, it is remarkable that the 

contribution of AAP bacteria to total bacterial ab un dance is often very low (average 

5%), and varies on1y in the range of 1 to 20% among aquatic systems (Koblizek, 2015). 

Interestingly, the abundance of AAP bacteria tends to increase together with total 

prokaryotic abundance along environmental gradients (Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Jiao et 

al. , 2007 ; Liu et al. , 2010 ; Salka et al. , 2008), a covariation that implies that AAP 

bacteria respond to the same environmental drivers than the bulk of the bacterial 

community. Therefore, it is not surprising that temperature, phosphorus, chlorophyll a, 
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and dissolved organic carbon have been identified as sorne of the environmental drivers 

explaining the variation in AAP abundance (Cuperova et al. , 2013 ; Hojerova et al. , 

2011 ; Masin et al. , 2006, 2012; Medova et al. , 2011 ; Salka et al., 2008). The observed 

patterns of variation in AAP abundance are, however, in conflict with the presumed 

advantage of possessing the ability to use both light and organic carbon as a source of 

energy. First, the positive trend observed between AAP abundance and trophic status 

(Hojerova et al. , 2011 ; Masin et al. , 2012) does not support the hypothesis, initially 

held by sorne studies (Kolber et al. , 2001 ; Masin et al. , 2008), that the ability ofthese 

bacteria to use light should be especially advantageous in nutrient-poor environments. 

Another unexpected pattern, which is contrary to the hypothesized positive effect of 

light on this photoheterotrophic group, is the negative relationship of AAP abundance 

and water transparency observed in marine and freshwater sites (Cuperova et al. , 

2013 ; Fauteux et al. , 2015). In addition, it has been also surprising to find BChla

containing AAP ce Ils in conditions where the ability to harvest light energy would seem 

to be unnecessary, such as under the ice in northern lakes and in the Arctic Ocean in 

winter when light intensities are near zero (Cottrell and Kirchman, 2009; Fauteux et 

al. , 2.015). Therefore, these findings question the actual advantage of AAP of having 

a photoheterotrophic metabolism, and have generated a lot of uncertainty surrounding 

the environmental conditions or the specifie situations where the ability to harvest light 

would provide a competitive advantage to AAP over the rest of heterotrophic bacteria. 

0.1.2.2 Activity patterns of AAP bacteria and their ecological role in aquatic systems 

In contrast to the accumulating information regarding the abundance and distribution of 

AAP bacteria, little is known about the ir role in the natural environment. Over the last 15 

years, most of the studies have been focused on demonstratingtheirrelevance by exploring 
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their abundance dynamics, concluding that their widespread distribution must mean 

that these photoheterotrophs are important players in aquatic ecosystems. While these 

surveys have yielded valuable insight into the ecolo gy of AAP in natural eco systems, little 

information can be extracted about the ecological relevance of AAP in aquatic systems. 

This has motivated a line of research focusing on the exploration of the heterotrophic 

activity and the growth of marine AAP communities (Ferrera et al. , 2011 ; Koblizek et 

al. , 2005 ; Liu et al. , 2010 ; Stegman et al. , 2014), with the aim to better characterize 

and understand the ecological role of these prokaryotes in microbial food webs. 

The results from the se marine studies have suggested that AAP bacteria may be a highly 

active component of microbial communities. Experiments carried out in coastal waters 

of the Mediterranean Sea revealed that AAP bacteria grew about 2-fold faster than the 

total bacterial community (Ferrera et al. , 2011 ). Other studies using different approaches 

to calculate growth rates of AAP have reported even higher differences in their growth 

rate relative to total bacteria. For example, Liu et al. (201 0) reported a 4-fold higher 

average AAP growth rate, estimated on the basis of the frequency of dividing cells. 

Koblizek et al . (2007), on the other hand, reported AAP growth rates in the Atlantic 

ocean, based on the diwnal decay in BChla, that were on average 10-fold higher than 

the average bulk bacterial growth rates that have been measured in tho se sites (Ducklow, 

2000). Recent studies have developed a new technique involving microautoradiography 

(MAR) that has just opened the way to exploring the in situ patterns of activity of 

AAP bacteria (Stegman et al. , 2014), since it allows the direct quantification of the 

incorporation of radiolabelled organic substrates by individual AAP bacteria. The only 

two studies applying this technique (Kirchman et al. , 2014 ; Stegman et al. , 2014) 

have been conducted in marine and estuarine waters and have shown that AAP cells 

seem to be on average more active in substrate uptake than the bulk bacterial cells. 

An intriguing issue about AAP ecology is that despite their high activity and potential 
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fast growth, the contribution of AAP bacteria to total bacterial abundance is low; 

AAP relative abundances are seldom higher than 5% across freshwater and marine 

systems. Experimental evidence from the only study that simultaneously explored 

bottom and top-down factors that may regulate AAP densities more intensely than 

those of the rest of bacteria (Ferrera et al. , 2011), showed that protist grazing was 

the main regulator of the abundance of marine AAP bacteria. This experimental proof 

of the relevance top-down regulation in AAP bacteria, together with the fact that 

AAP cells tend to be larger and more active than the rest of heterotrophic bacteria 

(Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Hojerova et al. , 2011 ; Sieracki et al. , 2006), have led to the 

hypothesis that the generally observed low AAP abundances are due to a strong, 

size-selective grazing pressure (Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Ferrera et al. , 2011 ; Koblizek, 

2015 ; Stegman et al. , 2014). Whether this is the only process explaining the low 

abundance of AAP across different aquatic ecosystems has yet to be determined. 

The fact that AAP bacteria display sorne systematic differences in terms of cell size, 

activity and growth rates compared to the average heterotrophic bacteria in the aquatic 

systems has led to the hypothesis that the higher cell sizes, fast-grow capacities and 

higher activity of AAP bacteria may be directly attributed to their capacity to obtain 

energy from light. However, although as mentioned before the positive influence of 

light on the growth of AAP isolates has been demonstrated in laboratory experiments 

(Biebl and Wagner-Dobler, 2006 ; Spring et al. , 2009 ; Yurkov and Vangemerden, 

1993), under natural conditions the effects of light on the functioning of AAP seem 

to be less obvious or at least more difficult to elucidate; the only two studies so far 

assessing the effect of light on the heterotrophic activity of natural AAP communities 

found that light did not enhance the individual incorporation of leucine by AAP 

cells in experimental incubations relative to dark controls (Kirchman et al. , 2014 ; 

Stegman et al. , 2014). However, the heterotrophic activity of AAP was found to be 

positively correlated to light availability in the water colurnn, suggesting that light 
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may influence the ecology of these prokaryotes in sorne way (Stegman et al. , 2014). 

Thus, whether the capacity to use light is directly linked with the fast growth and 

the apparent competitiveness observed in AAP communities is still an open question. 

0.1.3 AAP bacteria in freshwater systems 

In contrast to the increasing amount of information regarding the distribution, 

activity, regulation and ph y logenetic composition of marine AAP bacteria, very 

little is known about freshwater AAP bacteria. The first data about freshwater AAP 

species go back to 1990's with the isolation of several AAP strains from alkaline 

mat surfaces (Yurkov and Gorlenko, 1992). A few more cultivation efforts led to the 

description of new AAP bacteria strains from various freshwater lakes (Gich and 

Overmann, 2006 ; Page et al. , 2004). Our knowledge on the ecology and distribution 

of freshwater AAP in natwal conditions, however, is based on a very lirnited 

number of culture-independent studies of a few sampled rivers (Ruiz-Gonza.Iez 

et al., 2012 ; Waidner and Kirchrnan, 2005) and lakes (Eiler et al. , 2009; Caliz 

and Casamayor, 2014) or from few large surveys of European and Canadian lakes 

(Cuperova et al. , 2013 ; Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Mas in et al. , 2012 ; Masin et al. , 2008). 

These large surveys, which include Austrian, Czech, German, Polish, Finish and 

Canadian lakes, have demonstrated the widespread presence of AAP bacteria in a 

broad range of biological, chemical and physical freshwater conditions (Cuperova 

et al. , 2013 ; Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Mas in et al. , 2012 ; Mas in et al. , 2008). Sorne 

of these studies have confirmed the previous marine observation that AAP bacteria 

are larger than the average bacterial cells in aquatic communities. Interestingly, the 

greater environn1ental heterogeneity of inland aquâtic systems relative to marine 
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environments have been shown to led to a larger spatial and seasonal variability in 

the relative and absolute abundance of freshwater AAP relative to the marine AAP 

comrnunities, with relative abundances oscillating from almost zero in the late winter 

period to up to 30% during the surnmer (Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Koblizek, 20 15). Re garding 

the drivers of the spatial variation, it has been found that AAP bacterial abundance 

seem to increase with overall system productivity (Cuperova et al. , 2013 ; Fauteux et 

al. , 2015). Moreover, DOC availability, or DOC quality, assessed as the DOC:Chla 

ratio, has been reported as one of the main factors influencing AAP distribution across 

alpine and boreallakes (Cuperova et al. , 2013; Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Koblizek, 2015). 

In contrast to the predominantly aerobic marme environments, hypolirnnetic 

anoxia is relatively comrnon across lakes (Carignan et al. , 2000 ; Wetzel and 

Likens, 1979). The presence of anoxie layers in the water colurnn ·has complicated 

the lake AAP surveys since BChla-containing anaerobie phototrophic bacteria 

inhabiting these anoxie zones cannot be discriminated from AAP bacteria by IR 

epifluorescence microscopy or any of the techniques based on the presence of BChla 

(Koblizek, 2015 ; Yurkov and Csotonyi, 2009). Nevertheless, a judicious choice of 

lakes and sampling scheme, as well as a proper analysis of the resulting data have 

been incorporated into freshwater AAP survey studies in order to minimize the 

uncertainties about the truly identity of AAP (Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Masin et al. , 2008). 

Genomic approaches applied in the analysis of the pujM gene sequences, which as 

stated before codifies for the M subunit of the bacterial reaction center (Rathgeber 

et al. , 2004), have been used to identify potentially different AAP ecotypes. These 

studies have reported a large diversity in the pujM gene, which may explain the wide 

range of temporal and spatial variation found in the freshwater AAP abundance surveys 

(Caliz and Casamayor, 2014 ; Cuperova et al. , 2013 ; Salka et al. , 2011 ; Waidner 

and Kirchman, 2005). A comrnon observation of all these studies is the widespread 
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occurrence of Betaproteobacterial AAP phylotypes with a smaller contribution of 

various subgroups of Alphaproteobacteria. Interestingly, the analysis of the diversity 

of AAP comrnunities in German lakes showed that the occurrence of parti cul ar groups 

of AAP bacteria belonging to the genera Methylobacterium and Sphingomonas was 

related to the acidic conditions and/or the recalcitrant nature of the DOC in hurnic 

lakes (Salka et al. , 2011). This observation bas led to the hypothesis that changes in the 

composition of the AAP community, with a dominance of AAP taxa that can participate 

in the degradation of humic compounds, may ex plain the increase of AAP ab und ance 

along the DOC:Chla gradient reported in northern Québec lakes (Fauteux et al. , 20 15). 

Although as previously mentioned there have been sorne attempts to assess the 

activity and growth patterns of marine AAP bacteria (Kirchman et al. , 2014 ; 

Stegman et al. , 2014), all of the research on freshwater AAP bacteria has focused 

on exploring their abundance or diversity, and therefore very little is known about 

relevant aspects of the ecology of freshwater AAP comrnunities. In particular, there 

have been no experimental studies with freshwater AAP, and as a result, issues like 

the effects of light on the magnitude and regulation of freshwater AAP bacterial 

activity, the variability of AAP growth rates, or the !osses of these bacteria due to 

predation remain completely unknown. The fact that the composition of AAP 

comrnunities seems different between marine and freshwater systems, with AAP 

representatives from the Alpha and Gamma proteobacteria dominating the marine 

AAP communities in contrast to a freshwater AAP comrnunity dominated mainly by 

Betaproteobacterial phylotypes (Koblizek, 2015 ; Salka et al. , 2011), further suggests 

that the results derived from the study of marine AAP bacterial communities cannot 

be extrapolated to freshwater AAPs. Therefore, there is a clear need to develop 

experimental studies that will allow a more precise understanding of sorne of the facets 

of AAP that may be more directly linked to their performance in aquatic ecosystems. 
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0.1.4 Current uncertainties in the role of AAP bacteria in the aquatic environrnents 

In general, the research that has been done on AAP bacteria over the last 15 years is 

limited to either a cellular or an ecosystem level, with both approaches attempting to 

unravel the ecological role of AAP in the aquatic systems. Most of the physiological 

studies of AAP bacteria has been based on cultivable members of AAP bacteria, 

whereas most studies on their ecology have been focused on describing the patterns 

of AAP bacterial abundance and the environmental drivers that explain such patterns. 

The uncertainties associated to our understanding of the ecology of AAP bacteria 

derive from the difficulty to link the information about AAP physiology obtained from 

culture studies to the observations derived from field surveys and vice versa. A good 

example of this are the contrasting results mentioned above about the effect of light on 

AAP bacteria; while in experimental studies with AAP bacterial isolates light has been 

shown to positively affect the growth rate and other aspects of AAP bacterial activity, 

its effect on natural AAP communities remains unclear. This lack of coherence between 

both approaches has also resulted in overlooking sorne of the available information. 

For example, it has been experimentally demonstrated that AAP ce!ls are able to 

downregulate the synthesis of BChla and the photosynthetic apparatus in response to 

nutrient and carbon limitation as weil as oxygen and light availability (Nishimura et 

al. , 1996 ; Ouchane et al. , 2004 ; Sato et al. , 1985 ; Spring and Riedel, 2013 ; Yurkov 

and Beatty, 1998). This suggests that the expression of the pigment, and therefore of 

the phototrophic potential, may be highly dynamic under natural conditions, yet the 

quantification of AAP abundance in natural aquatic systems is still mostly based on 

the presence of BChla. As a consequence, most ecosystem-level approaches do not 

incorporate on their surveys those AAP bacteria that may not express the pigment 

(i.e., those cells containing the genes encoding the photosynthetic apparatus but not 

expressing it, Du et al. , 2006 ; Schwalbach and Fuhrman, 2005), and on1y a few studies 
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have explored the variations in the pigment content of AAP cells that do express this 

function. There is clearly a need to better link the information on the physiology and 

metabolism generated by the cell-level approaches to the study of the natural AAP 

bacterial communities in order to improve our understanding of the regulation and 

the ecological role of this group in natural aquatic systems. However, this will not be 

possible unless future studies move from a mostly descriptive strategy towards more 

experimental approaches that will allow linking particular ecological or physiological 

responses of AAP to their in situ patterns in abundance, activity and diversity. 



0.2 Objectives of the thesis 

The overall purpose of this thesis is to gam insight into the ecology of aerobic 

anoxygenic photototrophic (AAP) bacteria in freshwater ecosystems by exploring 

how different ecophysiological aspects of these bacteria are affected by two 

potential regulatory factors, the light availability and predation pressure. This 

main objective can be break down into the following three specifie objectives: 

1. Assess the role of freshwater grazers and nutrients in regulating the abundance, 

net growth, and cell size of AAP bacteria. 

2. Explore the role of light, nutrients and dissolved organic carbon in regulating 

the single-cell heterotrophic activity of AAP and their contribution to total biomass 

production across a range of environmentally contrasting lakes. 

3. Explore wh ether the responses of AAP bacteria to light and predation are linked 

to the pigment dynamics and the phototrophic potential. 

0.3 General Approach 

The conceptual framework of this thesis is built on exploring the regulation of 

two main aspects of AAP bacteria: on one side we studied the regulation of the net 

growth, the cell size, and the relative abundance of AAP bacteria. On the other side 

we explored the regulation of the gross growth rates and the single-cell activity of 

AAP bacteria (Figure 0.1). In each case, we centered the attention on exploring the 

effect of one main regulatory factor; in the first case we chose to assess the effect of 

grazing on regulating the abundance, the net growth, and the cell size of AAP bacteria. 

In the second case, we focused on the effect of light on regulating the activity and 
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growth of AA P bacteri a. We used an approached that combined the simultaneous 

exploration of the patterns in the natural environment and the underly ing processes 

in experimenta l condi tions. We assessed both the patterns and the processes a long 

a range of environmental gradients, which a llowed us to further assess the effect 

of other environmental factors such as DOC and nutrie nt concentrati ons on the 

growth, the activ ity, the abundance and the ce l! size of freshwater AA P bacteria. 

Naturel Patterns 
- Gross growth rates 
- Single-cell activity 

Underlying regulatory processes 
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Underlying regulatory processes 
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Figure 0.1. The aspects of the physiology, metabolism and ecology of AAP 
bacteria considered in this study and their potential link with light and predators 
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0.3 .1 Data co ll ection 

The sampling was carried out in a few contrasting northern temperate lakes, that 

were located either in the Eastern Townships reg ion of southeastern Québec 

or 1n the Laurenti an reg ion north of Montréa l, Canada. The lakes wherein we 

co ll ected the data of chapter Il and Ill were chosen to cover a wide range in 

di sso lved organi c carbon (DOC) concentrations and a gradient in lake producti vity, 

both in terms of chl orophylla and nutri ent concentrati ons, so that they diffe red 

greatly in trophic status, and light ava ilability. ln each case, the sampling in vo lved 

the co ll ec tion of water samples from the aerobic epilimneti c layer, the in situ 

measurement of oxygen, li ght and other key environmental vari ables and, the 

transportation of water sam pies to the laboratory in order to conduct the experiments. 

Ali along our study we were aware of the fact that one of the ma in problems of the 

eco logical studies of AAP on lakes is that ava ilable IR epifluorescence or pigment 

analysis techniques are not able to di stingui sh between AAP bacteri a and other groups 

of BChl a-containing bacteria, such as purple sulfur and purple non- sulfur bacteri a. 

Therefore, we exp li cit ly inco rporated thi s issue in to the choice of lakes and sampling 

scheme, as weil as in the analys is of the resulting data. During each sampling we 

carri ed out deta il ed 0
2 

and temperature profil es to clearly establi sh the boundaries of 

the oxygenated epilimnion of the sampled lakes, as we il as to determine the potential 

di stribution of anoxia in hypolimnetic waters and the potential fo r mixing between the 

two. We ca lcul ated the Schmidt stabili ty index of those lakes with a well-deve loped 

anaerobie hypolimnion. A high thermal stabili ty during stratifi cati on will prevent any 

significant mi xing of aerobic and anaerobie layers, which minimizes the probability of 

upwe lling events of the bacteri oplankton from the deep layers to the meta limnion and 

eventually to the ox ic surface waters. At thi s point, we di scarded samples from lakes that 

at the ti me ofsampling had an anoxie hypolimnion and a low Schmidt stability index. ln 
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addition, there are sorne features thathelped us to verify that the microscopie enumeration 

ofbacteria and the extracted BChla originate from AAP bacteria and not from anaerobie 

phototrophic bacteria. It is well known, for example, that the ce li-specifie BChla content 

in AAP cells is orders of magnitude lower than that of anaerobie phototrophic bacteria 

(Koblizek et al. , 2005 ; Kolber et al. , 2001). Therefore, the cell-specific BChla values 

were a good estimator of a significant presence of anaerobie phototrophs. Finally, the 

analysis of the bacterioplankton composition and diversity of pufLM in the samples 

constitutes a good way to discriminate between a sample dominated by AAP and 

one dominated by anaerobie phototrophics. In this regard, we have collected DNA 

samples from all lakes and experiments. We have sequenced the 16S and pujM genes 

from almost 200 samples, and we are now in the process of analyzing these data, which 

are not shown here but rather will be part of a future paper that we will develop on 

the diversity and composition of AAP communities from these freshwater habitats. 

0.3.2 Experimental approach 

We conducted two main types of experiments that allowed us to obtain the set of 

variables related to the purposes of each chapter. We carried out a lake mesocosm 

ex periment speèifically aimed at quantifying the grazing of AAP bacteria by zooplankton 

and protists. This experiment was done in collaboration with Alison Derry, from the 

Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM). We also conducted lake water dilution 

experiments to determine the gross growth and grazing mortality rates of AAP bacteria. 

0.3.3 Experimental treatrnents 

In orderto explore the mechanisms behind the regulatory effects oflight on the growth, the 
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activity, the pigment dynamics and the mortality ofAAP, we designed a set of experiments 

that included two light conditions: 1) The light exposition treatment that involved cycles 

of 8h darkness and 16h of artificial PAR, at an irradiance between 150 and 200 Jlmol 

photons m·2 s·1 provided by UV-free 45-W fluorescent lamps 2) The dark treatment, 

attained by covering the incubation botties with black adhesive contact paper. 

In order to explore the mechanisms behind the regulation of AAP abundance by 

grazing, we set-up the following experimental treatments: 1) A control treatment, 

consisting of who le unfiltered lake water, 2) A reduced predation treatment, consisting 

of a 1:4 dilution of unfiltered lake water with 0.2 Jlm-filtered lake water to reduce 

predator encounter rates. In the case of chapter I, where we explored the regulation 

of AAP specifically by zooplankton or by protist, we included also treatments 

in mesocosm enclosures wherein we manipulated the presence of zooplankton. 

0.3.4 Response parameters 

0.3.4.1 Bacterial abundance and biovolume measurements 

Total bacteria and AAP cell abundance and cell size were detem1ined from images 

of 4' ,6-diarnidino-2-pheny lin dole (DAPI), using an 0 lympus Pro vis AX70 microscope, 

fitted with a charge-coupled-device camera capable of infrared detection (Intensified 

Retiga Extended Blue; Qimaging), and image analysis software (ImagePro Plus, 

Media Cybemetics). This equipment, as well as the technical support, was provided 

by the collaboration with the group of D. Kirchman at the University of Delaware. 
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0.3.4.2 BChla measurements 

BChla concentrations were measured by kinetic fluorometry usmg an FL3500-

FT fluorometer (Photon Systems Instruments). The samples were always 

treated with 3-(3 ,4-dichlorophenyl)-1 ,1-dimethylurea (DCMU, 50 f.lM final 

concentration), an inhibitor of photosystem II in oxygenic phototrophs, so that BChla 

fluorescence could be distinguished from Chla fluorescence (Koblizek et al., 2005) 

0.3.4.3 Quantification ofpujM gene copies 

Real time PCR (qPCR) was used to follow the relative abundance of pujM gene 

copies using a CFX96 thermocycler. The genomic DNA was extracted by filtrating 

the water samples onto 0.22 f.lm pore-size filters using the MoBio PowerWater 

DNA extraction kit (Carlsbad, CA, USA). The 245 base-pair (bp) partial pujM gene 

target was amplified using the forward (pujMF 5' -TACGGSAACCTGTWCTAC-3 ') 

(Tm, 50.9°C) and reverse (pujM_ WAWr 5' -AYNGCRAACCACCANGCCCA-3') 

(Tm, 62.5°C) primers described in Béjà et al. (2002) and Yutin et al (2005). 

0.3.4.4 Microautoradiography of AAP and total bacteria 

The single-cell activity of AAP bacteria and bulk bacteria was determined 

using the AAP-MAR method, developed by Stegman et al. (2014). The 

use of this technique, as well as, the technical support was provided by the 
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collaboration with the group of D. Kirchman at the University of Delaware. 

0.3 .5 Estimating the impact of AAP bacteria on lake eco system processes: zooplankton 

production and co2 fluxes. 

As an exercise of transposing the experimental results to a natural context, we estimated 

on a summer daily basis the average contribution of AAP bacteria to total zooplank:ton 

production, and C02 fluxes. For this purpose, we used the information available for Lac 

Croche, a reference lake located in the temperate region of Québec at the Station de 

Biologie des Laurentides, afieldresearchfacility of the Université de Montréal (www.sbl. 

umontreal. cal index.html). We used the published data on zooplank:ton production (Sastri 

et al. , 2014) and C02 fluxes (Vachon & del Giorgio, 2014) that have been measured on 

lake Croche. In addition we used the summertime data on total dissolved organic carbon 

(DOC) concentration (mg C l-1
) , AAP abundances (%AAP), and bacterial biomass 

production (BP Jlg C 1- 1 d- 1) from a seasonal monthly survey that we carried out in this 

lake. lt is worth mentioning that the data of this seasonal survey of AAP bacteria are 

not shown here but rather wili be part of the above-mentioned future paper that we will 

develop on the diversity and composition of AAP communities on freshwater habitats. 

The percentage of contribution of AAP to total bacterial biomass production (% 

contribution to BP) was derived from the relationship between the contribution 

of AAP to leucine incorporation and their contribution to abundance (Data chapter 

II). The leucine incorporation rate of AAP bacteria (BP _AAP Jlg C 1-1 d-1
) was 

calculated from % contribution to BP and summer average of the total biomass 

production (BP Jlg C 1-1 d-1
). The rate of DOC consumption attributed to AAP bacteria 

(C-consumption_AAP Jlg C l-1 d-1
) was calculated from the BP _AAP and assurning 

a bacterial growth efficiency (BGE _ AAP) for AAP of 30% (Hauruseu et Koblizek, 



2012). The respiration rate of AAP (J..Lg C 1- 1 d-1
) was calculated from BP _AAP and 

C-consumption_AAP. For calculation purposes the lake was considered as composed 

of two well-mixed layers, and we calculated the values on1y for the epilirnnion. The 

carbon transfer of AAP (C loss to ZP, J.lg C 1-1 d-1
) to zooplankton biomass production 

(ZP) was calculated from BP _ AAP, assuming the AAP mortality rates by protists 

and zooplankton measured in Chapter I and a zooplankton efficiency of 10%. 

0.4 Thesis Structure 

The main objective of this thesis is to explore the regulation of aerobic anoxygenic 

photototrophic (AAP) bacteria in order to gain insight into the ecology of this 

group of bacteria in freshwater ecosystems. The results of this thesis are presented 

in three chapters; two of them are already published and the third one is submitted. 

Chapter I. Garcia-Chaves, M.C., Cottrell, M.T; Kirchman, D.L; Derry, 

A.M; Boggard, M.J and del Giorgio, P.A. 2015. Major contribution of 

both zooplankton and protists to the top-down regulation of freshwater 

aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria. Aquat Microb Ecol 76:71- 83 

Chapter II. Garcia-Chaves, M. C. , Cottrell, M. T. , Kirchman, D.L. , 

Ruiz-Gonzalez, C. and del Giorgio, P.A. 2015 . Single-cell activity of 

freshwater aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria and their contribution 

to biomass production. ISME, 1-10. doi.org/10.1038/ismej .2015 .242 

Chapter III. Garcia-Chaves, M. C. , Cottrell, M. T., Kirchman, D. L. , Mesa, 

A.C. and del Giorgio, P. A. High intrinsic growth potential and selective mortality 

of freshwater aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria, and links to pigment 

production and phototrophic potential. Submitted to Environmental Microbiology. 
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1.1 ABSTRACT 

Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria are photoheterotrophic prokaryotes 

that use light as a secondary energy source to complement the consumption of organic 

matter. Despite this metabolic flexibility and their widespread distribution, their low 

relative abundances suggest that they may be subjected to strong regulatory processes. 

However, there is stilllittle information on the regulation of AAP ab un dance, particularly 

in freshwaters . Here, we used a lake mesocosm experiment to address the top-down 

regulation of freshwater AAP by protists and zooplankton under 2 contrasting nutrient 

regimes. Our results support the hypothesis that freshwater AAP are subject to intense 

top-down regulation, and are selectively removed by grazers. The average gross growth 

rate of AAP was ca. 1.5 times higher, and grazing loss rates 1.6 times higher than those 

of the bulk bacterial community. Our results further indicate that whereas protists are 

the main predators of AAP, zooplankton may account for over a third of AAP losses, 

and both exhibit a greater selectivity for AAP relative to total bacteria. The mechanistic 

underpinning of this selectivity is still unclear, but it may be related to the average 

larger cell size of AAP, and to their higher potential growth rates relative to the bulk 

bac teri al community. Our results further suggest that AAP may play a disproportionate 

role in the nutrition of lake zooplankton, and in the trophic transfer of organic carbon 

in lake food webs. 
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1.2 INTRODUCTION 

Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria differ from their heterotrophic counterparts 

in their potential capacity to use light to supplement their heterotrophic di et of dissolved 

organic matter. This photoheterotroph,ic group of bacteria relies on heterotrophy 

for over 80% of their cellular energetic demands but can produce a photosynthetic 

apparatus that captures available energy from light-induced proton translocation 

(Kolber et al. 2001 , Koblizek et al. 2003 , Yurkov and Csotonyi 2009, Koblizek, 2015). 

This metabolic fiexibility, together with the cosmopolitan nature of AAP, suggests that 

the light harvesting capacity may provide these bacteria with a significant ecological 

advantage, and this group has been hypothesized to play a significant role in the flux 

of carbon and energy in aquatic systems (Karl 2002, Fenchel2008, Gasol et al. 2008). 

Interestingly, AAP bacteria sel dom represent more than 10% of the prokaryotic 

community across different types of aquatic eco systems (Hoj erova et al. 2011 , Lamy et 

al. 2011 , Masin et al. 2012, Fauteux et al. 2015). Two possible hypotheses arise from 

their low in situ abundances: either light-derived energy has little e:ffect on the growth 

and competitiveness of AAP, or, if there is an e:ffect, there are other factors, unrelated 

to phototrophy, that may limit the ecological success of AAP bacteria more than that 

of other bacterial groups. Experimental evidence from marine environments suggests 

that AAP bacteria may have higher growth rates than the average bacteria (Koblizek et 

al. 2007, Ferrera et al. 2011 , Kirchman et al. 2014, Stegman et al. 2014), and therefore 

their generally low abundance should be due to high losses, either via grazing or viral 

infection. Indeed, the only study so far to have explored the different controls of the 

abundance of this group showed that protist grazing was the main regulator of the 

abundance of marine AAP bacteria (Ferrera et al. 2011). Beyond this marine study, 

however, there is still little information on the regulation ofAAP abundance and activity, 

especially for inland waters, despite the fact that these photoheterotrophic microbes 
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have also been shown to be widespread in freshwater planktonic food webs (Masin et 

al. 2008, Medova et al. 2011 , Masin et al. 2012, Cuperova et al. 2013 , Fauteux et al. 

2015). 

One of the major differences between freshwater and marine planktonic trophic webs 

is that, whereas in the latter the major grazers of bacteria are protozoans (i .e. ciliates 

and fiagellates ), in inland waters the re are certain crustacean groups that may also act 

as potential bacterivores (Güde 1988, Jürgens et al. 1994, Bertilsson et al. 2003). In 

particular, sorne cladoceran groups have a filtering apparatus capable of effectively 

retaining a wide particle size spectrum, including bacteria, cyanobacteria, planktonic 

protists, and algae, and severa! field studies have shown a strong predatory control 

by this group on heterotrophic bacterioplankton in inland waters (Pace et al. 1990, 

Brendelberger 1991 , Jürgens et al. 1994, Kim et al. 2000, Langenheder and Jürgens 

2001 , De gans and Zollner 2002, Berga et al. 20 15). The ability of cladocera to feed on 

bacteria di fiers among species and size classes within species, as a function of the size 

oftheir filtering apparatus, but larger bacterial cells in general have a higher probability 

of being retained (Brendel berger, 1991 , Jürgens, 1994 ). Since AAP bacteria have been 

shown to be systematically larger than the average bacterioplankton cells (Sieracki et 

al. 2006, Kirchman et al. 2014, Stegman et al. 2014, Fauteux et al. 2015), this group 

may be more vulnerable to zooplankton grazing. As a consequence, freshwater AAP 

bacteria may be grazed by a wider variety of predators than in marine communities, 

resulting in an even stronger top-down regulation than in marine environments. In turn, 

these different consumption pathways have implications for the potential trophic role of 

AAP bacteria at the eco system level. If AAP bacteria are grazed mainly by protists, th en 

relatively little of their production will reach higher trophic levels, whereas predation 

by metazooplankton will greatly increase the potential transfer of AAP production to 

higher trophic levels. 



Here, we explore for the first time the relative contribution of freshwater zooplankton 

and protists in regulating the abundance of AAP bacteria. We carried out a lake 

mesocosm experiment specifically aimed at quantifying the grazing of AAP by 

zooplankton and protists. We further assessed whether AAP bacteria are selectively 

grazed relative to the bulk bacterial comrnunity, and how this biological regulation 

varies under different nutrient regimes, since prey selectivity may in turn be affected 

by nutrient availability (Simek et al. 2003 , Jezbera et al. 2006). Our results show that 

freshwater AAP bacteria are indeed more intensely grazed than the bulk bacterial 

comrnunity, and suggest a significant role of cladocerans in selectively controlling the 

abundance ofthese ubiquitous photoheterotrophs. 

1.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

1.3 .1 Study site and experimental design 

The experiment was carried out in the oligo-mesotrophic Lake Cromwell, located in 

the temperate region of Québec, Canada (45°59' N 73°59' W) atthe Station de Biologie 

des Laurentides, a field research facility of the Université de Montréal (www.sbl. 

umontreal.ca/index.html). The experiment consisted of 2 parts: (1) a field mesocosm 

experiment in which zooplankton was manipulated, and (2) a complementary predator

free laboratory re-growth incubation experiment that was carried out on samples 

taken from the experimental mesocosms. From this approach, we generated 4 basic 

treatments: (1) a protist on1y treatment, corresponding to Phase I of the mesocosm 

experiment; (2) a protist + zooplankton treatment, corresponding to Phase II of the 

mesocosm experiment; (3) absence of protists and zooplankton, corresponding to 

in vitro re-growth experiments using mesocosm samples; and ( 4) an unmanipulated 

protist + zooplankton control, corresponding to the ambient lake waters. 
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In order to assess the effect of zooplankton, and to compare the effect of top-down 

control on AAP and the bulk bacterial community, the mesocosm experiment involved 

enclosures where zooplankton were initially removed and subsequently added. We used 

6 polyethylene mesocosms (1 rn diameter, 6 rn deep, 4700 1, closed bottom), anchored 

at the bottom, and attached to floating wooden frames in the middle of the lake ( ~8 rn 

depth). Enclosures were filled by pumping surface water sequentially across 2 mesh 

screens of 11 0 and 54 !lill to remove zooplankton. In order to investi gate the variation 

of the top-down regulation un der different nutrient regimes, 3 of the mesocosms each 

received nitrogen (N) and phosphorous (P) additions (nutrient-amended mesocosms); 

the other 3 mesocosms retained the original lake conditions (un-amended mesocosms). 

In nutrient-amended mesocosms, KHl0
4 

and NaN0
3 

were added to increase 5x and 

2x, respectively, the ambient lake nutrient concentrations, to values of 50 jlg P and 700 

llg N 1-1• 

The initial zooplankton-free phase was run for 6 d in order to quantify the response of 

AAP and bulk bacteria to exposure to protist grazing only. At Day 7 of the experiment, 

the 6 mesocosms were restocked with zooplankton at ambient lake concentrations, 

collected in the surrounding lake waters using a 54 jlm Nitex net of 30 cm diameter 

and 1 rn in length. This second experimental phase with zooplankton was run for 2 

additional weeks. The development of the AAP bacteria and of the bulk community 

in the mesocosms was followed weekly over the course of 20 d, from 5 to 25 June 

2012. Additionally, we measured zooplankton biomass and protists (heterotrophic 

nanoflagellates) abundances at those same time points. 
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1.3.2 Response parameters- sampling and analysis 

Total phosphorus (TP), total nitrogen (TN), dissolved organic carbon (DOC), dissolved 

oxygen (DO), pH, conductivity (Cond) and temperature were measured weekly at 0.5 

rn depth in all bags. Entire water column profiles were tak:en from 1 enclosure per 

treatment, 2 times during the experiment (Days 1 and 12) using a YSI combination 

probe to assess the level of water column oxygenation. Photosyntetically active 

radiation (PAR) profiles were measured using a LI-COR LI-190 Quantum Sensor. In 

the lab, TP was quantified spectrophotometrically by the molybdenum-blue method 

following persulfate digestion. TN analysis was conducted as N0
3
- following alkaline 

persulfate digestion (Wetzel & Likens 1979). DOC was measured in 0.45 !lm-filtered 

samples by wet oxidation using an O.I. Analytical Total Carbon Analyzer. 

Chlorophyll a (Chia) samples were filtered through GF/F filters , frozen 

and subsequently extracted with hot ethanol. Pigments were measured 

spectrophotometrically at 750 and 665 nm using a UVNis UltroSpec 2100 

spectrophotometer. Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) concentrations were measured 

on an FL3500-FT fluorometer (Photon Systems Instruments), using the standard 

calibration curve provided by the manufacturer. Samples were first treated with 

3-(3 ,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU, 50 mM final concentration), an 

inhibitor of photosystem II in oxygenic phototrophs, so that BChla fluorescence could 

be distinguished from Chla fluorescence (Koblizek et al, 2005). 

San1ples for the microscopie enumeration of total bacterial and AAP cells were fixed 

immediately after collection with 1% glutaraldehyde (final concentration) and kept 

refrigerated in the dark until filtration. In the lab, samples were filtered onto 0.2 !lill pore

size black polycarbonate filters and immediately stored at -80°C. Total bacteria and 
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AAP abundance and cell size were determined by infrared epifiuorescence microscopy, 

as described by Cottrell et al. (2006). In brief, a section of the black polycarbonate 

filter was stained with 1 mg ml-1 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) for 5 min 

and then mounted on a microscope slide. AAP and total bacteria were counted using 

an Olympus Provis AX70 microscope, fitted with a charge-coupled-device camera 

capable of infrared detection (Intensified Retiga Extended Blue; Qimaging), and image 

analysis software (ImagePro Plus, Media Cybemetics). To enumerate total bacteria 

(DAPI-stained) and to discriminate and count AAP bacteria, 20 fields of view were 

assessed per slide, and 4 images were recorded for each field ofview, each at a different 

excitation and emission wavelength. AAP bacteria, which fiuoresce in the infrared 

(IR), were distinguished from cells containing Chia and phycoerythrin-containing cells 

(PE), which fiuoresce in the orange and red, respectively. In addition to abundance, 

cell size was also determined by image analysis from the DAPI-stained cells using the 

integration method (Sieracki et al. 1989). 

To evaluate the changes in the rate ofbacterial biomass production along the course of 

the experiment, 3 replicates of 1.5 ml of each mesocosm treatment plus 1 trichloroacetic 

acid-killed control were inoculated with 3H-leucine at a final concentration of 20 nM 

and incubated for 2 h in the dark and at 20 ± 2°C. Incubations were terminated by the 

addition of trichloroacetic ac id and the sam pl es were stored at 4 oc un til centrifugation 

Smith & Azam (1992). 

Zooplankton samples were collected by taking one vertical haul from 5 rn depth to the 

surface witha 15 cm diameter 54 J-Lmmeshnet(4.5% of enclosure volume). Zooplankton 

were anaesthetized via carbon dioxide exposure, and preserved in a buffered 4% sugar

formalin solution for later enumeration. Crustacean zooplankton were identified and 

population abundances were counted using a high-resolution dissecting microscope 
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(SZ2-IL-ST, Olympus SZ). Taxonomie keys used included Thorp and Covich (2010) 

for general identification, and Smith and Fernando (1978) for copepod identification. 

The taxonomie key of De Melo and Hebert (1994) was used for the Bosminidae 

identification, and Haney et al. (2013) as a general visual key. Crustacean zooplankton 

were enumerated with a protocol design to target mature individuals that would be 

unambiguously identified to species, as well asto detect rare species (Girard and Reid 

1990). Subsamples (1 0 ml) were taken from a standardized 50 ml sample volume, and 

at least 250 individuals were counted so that no more than 50 copepodids per Order and 

no more than 30 nauplii per Order were included in the sum to 250 individuals, even 

though more were enumerated (Derry and Amott 2007). 

The abundance of heterotrophic nanoflagellates (HNF) was determined from fixed 

samples (1% glutaraldehyde, final concentration) by epifluorescence microscopy. 

Subsamples of 10 ml were stained for 20 min with 200 ml of DAPI (2 mg mi-1 final 

concentration) and filtered onto 0.8 mm black polycarbonate filters . At !east 50 

:flagellates were enumerated on each filter by counting on randomly selected fields . 

1.3.3 Estimation of total and AAP bacterial gross growth rates 

In this paper, we refer to bacterial ' net growth rates ' as the changes in abundance in the 

presence of grazers (protists, zooplankton or both), and to ' gross growth rates' as tho se 

observed in the absence of grazers. In order to estimate the gross growth rates (1-!G) of 

both total and AAP bacteria, we carried out a re-growth incubation experiment where 

we released bacteria from grazing. For that purpose, during Day 19 of the ex periment, 

we collected water from the mesocosms and removed both types of grazers (i.e. 

protists and zooplankton) by filtration through GF/C filters (1.2 j.lm nominal size). The 
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:filtered mesocosm water was then distributed into 2.4 1 Nalgene transparent bottles 

and incubated in triplicate in a tank with circulating water held at in situ temperature. 

The incubation was performed under arti:ficiallighting provided by 24 fluorescent Sun 

Blaster™ tubes under 16 h light and 8 h dark cycles; incident PAR averaged 200 J.tmol 

photons m-2 s-' . The re-growth experiment was run for 3 d and samples for AAP and 

total bacterial abundance were taken every 12 h. Total and AAP bacterial gross growth 

rates were determined from the changes in the number of cells over the incubation time 

in the re-growth ex periment, as the slope of the regression of the naturallogarithm (ln) 

ofN vs time in the :filtered sample, where N is the cell abundance. 

1.3 .4 Calculation of grazing Joss rates of bulk bacteria and AAP bac teri a 

In addition to measuring bacterial gross growth rates in the absence of grazing, we 

measured total and AAP bacterial net growth rates under the 2 experimental conditions: 

absence or presence of zooplankton in the mesocosms. These net growth rates were 

estimated as the slope of the regression ofln (N) vs time, where N is the cell abundance 

at the different phases of the mesocosm experiment. Grazing loss rates due to protists 

(Gp) were estimated by the difference between the gross growth rates (J.tG) obtained in 

the re-growth experiment described above, and the net growth rates observed during 

the initial experimental phase without zooplankton (J.!Nt' Days 0 to 6): GP_ J.!G- J.!N, (1) 

Similarly, the grazing loss rates due to protists and zooplankton (Gr) were estimated as 

the difference between the gross growth rates and the net growth rates observed during 

the second experimental phase (J.!N2, Days 6 to 12), when both protists and zooplankton 

were present in the enclosures: Gr= 1-tG- 1-tN2 (2) 

Grazing loss rates by zooplankton (Gz) were then calculated as the difference between 

total grazing loss rates and grazing loss rates due to protists: Gz = Gr- GP (3) 



1.4 RESULTS 

1.4.1 Mesocosm dynamics 

The experimental mesocosms were deployed in Lake Cromwell, which is a typical 

temperate, oligo-mesotrophic shield lake (7.9 mg P I-1
) , with relatively low algal 

biomass (average 2 mg Chla l- 1
) , moderate water transparency (light extinction 

coefficient of 1 m-1
) , and an average DOC concentration of 6.4 mg 1-1 (Table 1.1). At 

Ta ble 1.1. Sum mary of the parameters measured in the mesocosms and in Lake C romwell, 
Québec, Canada, du ring the experiment in J une and J uly 2012. Nut-amended: nutrient-amended 
mesocosm; un-amended: un-amended mesocosm; K: light atten uation coefficient; DO: dissolved 
oxygen; DOC: dissolved organic matter; Chia: chlorophyll a; TP: total phosphorous; TN: total 
nitrogen. 

Day Treatment K Temp. DO pH DOC C hia TP TN 

m·• oc mg* L' 1 mg*L' 1 l'g* L' ' l'g* L' ' mg• L'' 

Nut-amended 18.7 7.1 72.2 

1 Un-amended 18.7 7.4 1.63 12.37 

Lake 1.05 18.7 6.8 6.4 1.55 10.68 0.23 

N ut-amended 1.92 21.3 9.6 8.2 6. 1 15.57 72.77 0.67 
6 

Un-amended 0.88 21. 1 8.4 6.8 5.9 6.34 17.25 0.29 

Lake 21.4 8.26 5.7 2.06 9.57 

Nut-amended 1.13 23.1 10.6 9.6 5.9 10.5 1 35.58 0.44 

12 Un-amended 1.05 23.1 8.2 7.1 5.6 2.24 9.69 0 .24 

Lake 2.06 9.99 0.36 

Nut-amended 23.4 8.2 9.6 8. 1 6.79 22.34 0.34 

20 Un-amended 23.5 7 7.4 7.7 1.23 7.83 0.24 

Lake 23.1 6.59 7.4 1.29 8.38 0.27 
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the start of the experiment in earl y June 2012, the lake was thermal! y stratified (3. 7 

rn thermocline depth), with an epilimnetic oxygen concentration of 8.3 mg I-1 and an 

oxic hypolymnion (6.4 mg I-1) (Table 1.1 ). Total and AAP bacterial abundance in the 

epilimnion was 2.2 x 106 and 1.3 x 104 cell ml-1, respective! y (Supplementary Table 

S1.1a). The zooplankton community of lake Cromwell was dominated by 3 major 

crustacean zooplankton groups (calanoid and cyclopoid copepods, and cladocerans). 

Cladocerans were the most abundant group (1.43 ind. l-1
) , composed of the species 

Sinobosmina liederi, Daphnia ambigua, Daphnia longiremis, and Holopedium spp. 

Cyclopod copepods were less abundant (0.93 ind. I-1
) and were dominated by Cyclops 

scutifer and Acanthocyclops robustus. Calanoid copepods were the !east abundant 

(0.46 ind. I-1
) , with Leptodiaptomus minutus as the only representative species. 

The abundance of heterotrophic nanoflagellates (HNF) ranged from 1-2 x 103 ml-1 

across all treatments, and was on average higher in the nutrient-amended mesocosms 

(Supplementary Table S 1.1 a). The ambient lake density of HNF was relatively stable 

at around 1.9 x 103 ml-1• 

Nutrient enrichment triggered a rapid bacterial response: the initial sample was taken 

36 h after the actual nutrient addition, and by that tirne total bacterial abundance atï.d 

production were already 2-fold higher in the nutrient-amended than in the un-amended 

mesocosms (Supplementary Table S1.1a, Fig. 1.1a). AAP bacterial abundance and 

BChla concentration were also on average higher in the nutrient-amended relative to 

the un-amended mesocosms (Fig. 1.1 a, b, c ). Furthermore, cell size of total and AAP 

bacterial cells at the beginning of the experiment were both larger (1.5-fold on average) 

in the nutrient-an1ended compared with the un-amended mesocosm, and this difference 

in cell size persisted throughout the entire 3 wk of the experiment (Supplementary 

Table S1.1a). 
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The removal ofzooplank:ton in the first phase of the experiment resulted in a 2 to 3-fold 

increase in total bacterial abundance (Fig. 1.1a), and a 27 to 34-fold increase in AAP 

abundance (Fig. 1.1a) across the un-amended and the nutrient-amended mesocosms, 

relative to the initial experimental conditions (Supplementary Table S 1.1 a). Sin ce AAP 

abundance increased more than that of total bacteria, the relative proportion of AAP 

increased from less than 1% up to 9% during the first phase of the experirnent in both 

the un-amended and the nutrient-amended mesocosm (Fig. 1.1 b ). The reintroduction of 
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Figure 1.1. Dynamics of (A) AAP and total bacterial abundance, (B) Relative abundance of AAP 
bacteria (C) bacteriochlorophylla (BChla) concentration and (D) chlorophylla concentration 
(Chia) throughout the mesocosm experiment. Log

10 
transformed mean values(± SE) are presented 

for (A), (C) and (D). T he arrows show the day zooplankton were added into the enclosures and the 
day of the re-growth ex periment. Black and grey horizonta l bars correspond to the ti me periods 
of the enclosure experiments without zooplankton (Phase l) and with zooplankton (Phase II), 
respectively. Means ±SE are shown. 
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zooplankton into the enclosures at the second phase of the experiment, at comparable 

densities to those in the ambient lake waters, resulted in a strong decline in both total 

and AAP bacteria, followed by a stabilization after week 2 (Figs. 1.1 a,b ). Chla followed 

the same pattern as bacteria in response to zooplankton, with an increase in the :first 

phase, and a decline in the second (Fig. 1.1 d), although the changes were mu ch smaller 

than those observed for bacteria. The removal of zooplankton in Phase II resulted in a 

slight decrease in HNF abundance in the nutrient amended enclosures (Supplementary 

Table S 1.1 a). 
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Figure 1 .2. Growth rates(± SE) of tota l bacteria (grey bars) and AAP bacteria (black bars) derived 
from changes in abundance du ring the regrowth incubations (gross growth rate, 1-lJ or du ring the 
Phase 1 without zooplankton (net growth rate, IJ.N

1
) or Phase li with zooplankton (net growth rate, 

!-lN2) of the mesocosm experiment. 

1.4.2 Bacterial gross and net growth rates 

Gross bacterial growth rates, determined in the grazer-free re-growth experiments, 
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averaged 1.48 ± 0.07 SE and 1.62 ± 0.01 d-1 for the bulk bacteria in the nutrient

amended and un-amended treatrnents, respectively, whereas the gross growth rates of 

AAP bacteria averaged 2.12 ± 0.02 and 2.18 ± 0.25 d-1 in the nutrient-amended and 

un-amended treatments, respectively (Fig. 1.2). There were no significant differences 

(t-test, p > 0.01) in either total bacterial or AAP bacteria gross growth rates between 

nutrient-amended and un-amended samples, but gross growth rates of AAP bacteria 

were significantly higher (t-test, p < 0.01) than those ofbulk bacteria in both treatments 

(Fig. 1.2). 

Total bacterial net growth rates (based on changes in abundance in the mesocosms) 

in Phase I (absence of zooplankton), averaged 0.18 ± 0.02 and 0.13 ± 0.04 d-1 for 

3 ,-----------------------------------. 
• Protist 

0 Zooplankton 

2.5 

2 

37.3% 38% 

Total bacteria AAP bacteria Total bacteria AAP bacteria 

Un-amended Nutrient-amended 

Figure 1.3. Mean absolu te values ofgrazing Joss rates of AAP and total bacteria due to protists (black 
bars) and multicellular zooplankton (grey bars). Mean relative values of protists or zooplankton 
contribution to grazing Joss rates are presented in each bar for un-amended mesocosms and 

nutrient-amended mesocosms 
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nutrient-amended and un-amended mesocosms, respectively, and were not significantly 

different from each other (t-test, p > 0.01). Removal ofzooplankton in Phase I resulted 

in even higher net growth rates for AAP bacteria, averaging 0.58 ± 0.03 and 0.55 ± 

0.01 d-1 for nutrient-amended and un-amended treatments, respectively (Fig. 1.2). The 

AAP growth rates und er zooplankton-free conditions did not differ between nutrient 

treatrnents (t-test, p > 0.01 ), and were significantly grea ter than total bacterial net growth 

rates (t-test, p < 0.01). The reintroduction of zooplankton to the mesocosms resulted 

in negative net growth in Phase II for total bacteria (- 0.1 ± 0.04 and - 0.05 ± 0.05 d-1) , 

and even more negative values for AAP bacteria (-0.36 ± 0.06 and - 0.42 ± 0.06 d-1
) 

(Fig. 1.2). During the entire experimental period, bacterial and AAP abundances in the 

ambient lake waters were very stable (Supplementary Table S 1.1 a), with ambient net 

growth rates of 0.017 and 0.025 d- 1 for total bacteria and AAP, respectively. 
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Figure 1.4. Changes in mean bacterial cell size through the first 6 d of the mesocosm experiment 
when zooplankton were absent (Phase 1: day 1 to 6) and the next 6 d when zooplankton were 
present (Phase ll: day 6 to 12). 
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1.4.3 Grazing loss rates of total and AAP bacteria 

We estimated the grazing loss rates of total bacteria and of AAP from the difference 

between the gross and net growth rates in the 2 phases of the experiment, using Eqs. (1) 

& (2). Grazing loss rates due to protists were on average higher than grazing loss rates 

due to zooplankton ( overall average of 1.48 and 0.60 d-1 by protists and by zooplankton, 

respectively). Grazing loss rates due to protists ranged from 1.3 to 1.50 d-1 for total 

bacteria, and from 1.54 to 1.63 d-1 for AAP bacteria (Fig. 1.3). Grazing loss rates due 

to zooplankton ranged from 0.17 to 0.28 d-1 for total bacteria, and from 0.94 to 0.97 d-1 

for AAP bacteria and accounted for an average of 14% and 38% of the overall (protists 

+ zooplankton) grazing loss rates of total bacteria and AAP, respectively (Fig. 1.3). 

Grazing lo.ss rates by zooplankton were higher for AAP than for total bacteria (t-test, 

p < 0.05) (Fig. 1.3). There was no significant difference in grazing loss rates between 

nutrient-amended and un-amended mesocosms. 

1.4.4 Cell size of AAP bacteria and total bacterial community 

Mean cell size ranged from 0.06 to 0.12 J.!m3 for total bacteria (average 0.090 J.!m3) , 

and 0.05 to 0.13 J.!m3 (average 0.098 J.!m3
) for AAP bacteria. AAP cells were on average 

10% larger than total bacterial cells, and this difference increased toward the end of 

the experiment; overall, there was a significant difference in size between the total and 

AAP cells (paired t-test, p < 0.005). Nutrient additions resulted in a systematic increase 

of approx. 25% in cell size, both for total bacteria and for AAP, and this difference 

persisted over the course of the experiment and under different grazing regimes (Fig. 

1.4 ). There was a significant increase in mean cell size, both for the total and the AAP 

bacteria, upon the reintroduction of zooplankton in Phase II of the experiment (Fig. 

1.4). 





1.5 DISCUSSION 

Much bas been leamed about the abundance and distribution of AAP bacteria in marine 

and freshwater systems (Koblîzek, 20 15) since Kolber and co-authors first demonstrated 

that these bacteria were widely distributed in surface waters throughout the oceans 

(Kolber et al. 2000). However, information on the regulation of AAP bacteria is still 

very sparse, and we are far from understanding the ecological role of this group in 

microbial food webs, and the contribution of AAP bacteria to carbon cycling in aquatic 

systems. In this paper we have specifically addressed the top-down regulation of AAP 

bacteria by protists and zooplankton in lakes. We explored whether AAP bacteria are 

selectively removed relative to the total bacterial community by the main classes of 

grazers in these systems, and further explored potential interactions between grazing 

and nutrient availability in shaping AAP dynamics in freshwater systems. 

The approach we used was based on following the response of both total bacteria 

and AAP to the removal of zooplankton and of protists, and deriving from these 

observations the relative contribution of these 2 predator types to the loss rates of 

total bacteria and AAP bacteria. While it is possible to remove zooplankton from the 

mesocosms, it is very difficult to expose these bacterial communities to zooplankton 

only (without protists). To overcome this limitation, we initially removed zooplankton 

from our experimental mesocosms in order to subject bacteria on1y to protist grazing, 

and subsequently reintroduced zooplankton to the mesocosms and followed the ensuing 

total bacterial and AAP dynamics. In addition, we carried out re-growth experiments 

using the ambient mesocosm waters to estimate total bacterial and AAP growth rates in 

the absence of both protists and zooplankton grazing. 
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Our results revealed a systematic difference in growth rates of AAP and total bacteria 

in lake Cromwell; the average gross growth rate of AAP was about 1.5 times higher 

than that of total bac teri a. We acknowledge that the se gross growth rates may likely be 

underestimates, since both total bacteria and AAP were still subjected to sorne degree 

of viral infection, although the dilutions likely led to an initial decoupling between 

bacteria and viruses as weil. Regardless of any potential viral or other effects on our 

estimates, our results are generally consistent with the handful of previous marine 

studies that have also reported high potential growth rates for AAP relative to the bulk 

community (Table 1.2). To our knowledge, similar estimates have not been reported for 

freshwaters. Ferrera et al. (2011) reported thatAAP bacteria grew ca. 2-fold faster than 

the total bacterial community in the Mediterranean Sea, using a re-growth approach 

that was very similar to ours. Other studies using different approaches to calculate 

growth rates of AAP have reported even higher differences in their growth rate relative 

to total bacteria. Liu et al. (20 1 0) reported a 4-fold higher average AAP growth rate, 

estimated on the basis of the frequency of dividing cells. Koblizek et al. (2007), on 

Table 1.2. Summary of growth rates of total bacteria (Total) and AAP bacteria (AAP) from marine 
and freshwater systems and the corresponding mean relative abundance of AAP. NR: no data 
reported. 

System Treatment G rowth rates Mean References 
(daf1

} for grou(! AAP 
Total AAP abundance 

(%) 
Lake Dilution 1.5- 1.6 2.1 - 2.2 0.6-0.8 This study 
Coas tai Dilution 1.3 2.4-2.6 5-7 (Ferrera et al. 20 Il) 
Sea Untreated 0.23-0.45 0.5- 2.9 2- 2.6 (Liu et al. 2010) 
Bay Untreated NR 1.4 3.8 (Hojerova et al. 20 1 1) 
Se a Untreated NR 1.1 3.1 (Hojerova et al. 20 Il) 
Ocean Untreated NR 0.7-0.9 2-4 (Kob1izek et al . 2007) 
Ocean Untreated NR 1.3- 1.7 NR (Koblizek et al. 2007) 
Ocean Untreated NR 1.4- 2.1 NR (Koblizek et al. 2007) 
Se a Untreated NR 1.4- 2.2 3-10 (Koblizek et al. 2005) 
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the other hand, reported AAP growth rates in the Atlantic ocean, based on the diurnal 

decay in BChla, that were on average 1 0-fold higher than the average bulk bacterial 

growth rates that have been measured at those sites (Ducklow 2000). Clearly, AAP 

bacteria appear to grow faster than the bulk bacterial community across a diverse range 

in aquatic habitats, although methodological differences in rate estimates across studies 

currently prevent us from drawing strong quantitative conclusions about patterns in 

AAP growth rates. 

Although it is unclear why the potential growth rate of AAP bacteria appears to be 

higher than that of the average bacteria, a basic hypothesis is that light-derived energy 

has a positive effect on the growth and competitiveness of AAP bacteria (Koblizek 

et al. 2010, Hauruseu and Koblizek 2012, Kirchman and Hanson 2012). Two recent 

studies have measured the activity of total bacteria and AAP cells by quantifying their 

incorporation of leucine using microautoradiography (Kirchman et al. 2014, Stegman 

et al. 2014 ), and concluded that AAP bacteria were indeed up to 40 to 60% more active 

than average cells in the community. Interestingly, light did not enhance AAP cell 

activity, neither in the experimental incubations of Delaware estuary samples nor in the 

West Antarctic Peninsula water, so the higher apparent intrinsic growth rates of AAP 

bacteria may not be directly related to phototrophy. It is clear that there is much still to 

learn on the regulation of the performance of this group. 

The re-growth experiments from which we derived the gross growth rates were carried 

out during the third week of the ex periment. Although such timing is unlikely to have 

influenced the difference in growth rates between AAP and total baderia, it could have 

biased the absolute rates obtained, especially if the mesocosms had diverged greatly 

over time, rendering the resulting rates less applicable to the initial conditions. Our 

results suggest, however, that bacterial biomass and production were relatively stable 
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in the mesocosms through time (< 40% total variability) . Moreover, our estimated 

gross growth rates for the whole bacterial community agree weil with those reported 

for 20 lakes located in this same region of Québec, Canada, which ranged from 0.14 

to 1.4 d-1 (Smith and Prairie 2004). We conclude that the pattern in gross growth rates 

between treatments and between total and AAP bacteria that we observed in the re

growth experiments is likely applicable to the dynamics that occurred over the first 2 

wk of the experiment. There is the possibility, however, that the actual growth rates 

may have been somewhat higher in the initial weeks, which would result in a slight 

underestimation of the total grazing rates, but without necessarily biasing the relative 

contribution of protists and zooplankton that we report here. 

The nutrient addition led to increases in Chla relative to the un-amended mesocosms 

(Fig. 1.1 d, Table 1.1 ). There was a rapid increase in bacterial abundances together 

with a 20 to 30% increase in the cell volume during the first day following the nutrient 

enrichment, and this difference remained for the length of the ex periment (Figs. 1.1 a 

and 1.4). In spite of this initial deviation in bacterial cell abundance and cell size, the 

average gross and net growth rates for AAP and total bacteria were similar between 

amended and un-amended treatments, suggesting that either bacterial growth was not 

nutrient-limited, or that nutrient-driven initial differences in growth were matched by 

proportionallosses, either from grazing or viral infection. 

The higher average potential growth rates of AAP bacteria should result in a significant 

contribution to total community biomass, and y et AAP bacteria are consistent! y a small 

proportion of total bacterial abw1dance across fresh, estuarine, and marine waters 

(Masin et al. 2012, Cuperova et al. 2013 , Kirchman et al. 2014, Fauteux et al. 2015, 

and see additional references in Table 1.2). This was also the case in Lake Cromwell 

(this study): we found that AAP bacteria also had high potential growth rates, yet 
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their relative abundance was less than 1%. One hypothesis to explain the low relative 

abundance of AAP bacteria, in spi te of their higher potential growth, is that this group 

is selectively removed, either by predators or by viruses. In this study, we did not test 

the potential role ofvirallysis on the regulation of AAP bacteria, but our results amply 

support the hypothesis that this group is selectively grazed. The integrated loss rates 

of the bulk bacterial community due to the combined protist and zooplank:ton grazing 

ranged between 1.6 and 1.7 d-' (Fig. 1.3), comparable to those reported in other studies 

(Yokokawa and Nagata 2005), whereas the integrated loss rates of AAP bacteria were 

on average 1.6 times higher (2.5 to 2.6 d-'). It is clear from these results that AAP 

bacteria are subjected to very strong top down control in lakes. 

It is interesting to note that whereas AAP loss due to protist grazing was only slightly 

higher than that of total bacteria (1.5-1.6 vs 1.3-1.5 d-' for AAP bacteria and total 

bacteria, respectively), AAP loss due to zooplankton was 3 to 6-fold higher than that of 

total bacteria. Experimental studies have demonstrated that protist grazing is generally 

size-selective, with protists preferentially grazing on medium to larger-sized planktonic 

bacterial cells (Gonzalez et al. 1990, Simek and Chrzanowski 1992, Hahn and Hofie 

2001 , Jürgens and Matz 2002). Grazing of planktonic bacteria by cladocerans has also 

been shown to be size-selective, depending on their body size and on the configuration 

of their filtering apparatus (Jürgens 1994, Bertilsson et al. 2003). ln this regard, our 

results suggest that AAP bacteria are on average larger than the average bacterial cells, 

a pattern that has been reported before both for marine (Sieracki et al. 2006, Koblîzek 

et al. 2010, Hojerova et al. 2011 , Kirchman et al. 2014) and freshwater communities 

(Cuperova et al. 2013 , Fauteux et al. 2015). The differentiai size distribution of AAP 

bacteria may thus explain their increased vulnerability to grazing in general, leading to 

selective removal and low relative abundances. Previous studies have also shown that 

selective predation may respond not only to cell size but also to cell activity (del Giorgio 

et al. 1996, Jezbera et al. 2005, del Giorgio and Gasol 2008, Montagnes et al. 2008). 
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In this regard, our results further suggest that AAP bacteria may have morphological 

and physiological traits that render the group particularly vulnerable to grazing by 

cladocerans, which establishes a strong trophic link that goes beyond the microbial 

food web, and which suggests that AAP bacteria may in fact be disproportionately 

important for the nutrition of this key stone planktonic group. 

Strong size-selective grazing should influence the cell size distribution within 

bacterial communities, and more particularly, within AAP bacteria, when grazers are 

experimentally removed or added, but these shifts were not obvious in our experimental 

phases. There was a very modest decrease in mean cell volume of AAP bacteria exposed 

to only protist grazing, and the reintroduction of zooplankton actually resulted in an 

increase of the mean cell size of both AAP and total bacteria, in both amended and un

amended mesocosms (Fig. 1.4). This increase in bacterial cell size under exposure to 

both protist and zooplankton grazing is rather counterintuitive in the context of direct 

grazing, but may be explained as the effect of indirect trophic cascade interactions 

associated with the presence of zooplankton (likely cladocerans ). 

The size-selective grazing of zooplankton on protists could change the size structure 

of protists and consequently the cell size distribution of the AAP bacteria and total 

bacteria. The importance of indirect effects of zooplankton on bacterial communities 

via trophic cascades has already been emphasized in previous studies (Zollner et al. 

2003 , Brucet et al. 2008, Compte et al. 2009). Interestingly, our results show that mean 

bacterial and AAP sizes were in:fl.uenced in a similar way by the experimental shifts 

in predation, suggesting that this mechanism infiuenced bacteria as a whole and not 

specifie groups within the community. 

Regardless of the underlying mechanisms involved, our experiments provide evidence 



that freshwater AAP bacteria are subject to intense top-down regulation, and are 

selectively removed by grazers relative to the bulk bacterial community. Our results 

further demonstrate that whereas protists are the main predators of AAP bacteria, 

zooplankton (likely cladocerans) may nevertheless account for over a third of AAP 

losses, exhibiting a much greater selectivity for AAP bacteria than protists. The 

mechanistic underpinning of this selectivity is still unclear, but it may be related to 

the average larger cell size of AAP bacteria, and to the higher potential growth rates 

of AAP relative to the average bacterial community. This strong preference for AAP 

bacteria by cladoceran zooplankton establishes a direct trophic link between lake 

metazoans and the microbial food web, which coupled to the high potential for growth 

that characterizes AAP bacteria, as demonstrated here, implies that AAP bacteria may 

play a disproportionate role in the nutrition of lake zooplankton, and in the trophic 

transfer of organic C in lake food webs. 
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2.1 ABSTRACT 

Aerobic anoxygemc phototrophic (AAP) bacteria are photoheterotrophs that 

despite their low abundances have been hypothesized to play an ecologically and 

biogeochemically important role in aquatic systems. Characterizing this role requires 

a better understanding of the in situ dynamics and activity of AAP bacteria. Here we 

pro vide the first assessment of the single-cell activity of freshwater AAP bacteria and 

their contribution to total bacterial production across lakes spanning a wide trophic 

gradient, and explore the role of light in regulating AAP activity. The proportion of 

cells that were active in leucine incorporation and the level of activity per cell were 

consistent! y higher for AAP than for bulk bacteria across lakes. As a result, AAP bacteria 

contributed disproportionately more to total bacterial production than to total bacterial 

abundance. Interestingly, although environmentally-driven patterns in activity did not 

seem to differ largely between AAP and bulk bacteria, their response to light did, and 

exposure to light resulted in increases in the proportion of active AAP bacteria with no 

clear effect on their cell-specific activity. This suggests that light may play a role in the 

activation of AAP bacteria enabling these photoheterotrophs to contribute more to the 

carbon cycle than suggested by their abundance. 





2.2 INTRODUCTION 

Aerobic anoxygemc phototrophic (AAP) bacteria are a cosmopolitan 

photoheterotrophic group of prokaryotes that inhabits the water column of ali aquatic 

ecosystems (Koblizek, 2015; Yurkov and Csotonyi, 2009). The capacity of AAP 

bacteria to obtain energy from both the oxidation of organic matter and light-induced 

proton translocation has lead to explorations of the potential competitive advantage of 

AAP bacteria and their trophic and biogeochemical roles in aquatic ecosystems (Béjà 

and Suzuki, 2008 ; Ferrera et al. , 2011 ; Moran et Miller, 2007). Experimental studies 

with AAP bacterial isolates demonstrate that light stimulates biomass production and 

increases the efficiency of utilization of organic carbon sources (Biebl and Wagner

Dobler, 2006 ; Hauruseu and Koblizek, 2012 ; Spring et al., 2009), suggesting that 

AAP cells benefit from the capacity to use light-derived energy. However, most in situ 

studies on the ecology of AAP bacteria have focused on exploring their abundance or 

diversity (Koblizek, 20 15), and very little is known about the physiological status of 

AAP cells in natural aquatic environments, and whether and how sunlight influences 

the in situ dynarnics and activity of AAP bacteria. This largely lirnits our understanding 

of the ecological importance of this group, and the potential global significance of the 

photoheterotrophic processes carried out by AAP bacteria in natural aquatic eco systems. 

Available data indicate that despite their low relative abundances and the apparently 

low amount of energy potentially gained through phototrophy (Kirchman and Hanson, 

2013), AAP bacteria are more active, larger, and grow faster than the bulk bacterial 

community (Koblizek et al. , 2007; Ferrera et al. , 2011 ; Hojerova et al. , 2011 ; Kirchman 

et al. , 2014). It is not clear, however, wh ether these higher apparent growth rates and 

potential competitiveness of AAP bacteria can be directly attributed to a light-driven 

effect. Recently, Stegman et al. (20 14) developed an approach that combines infrared 
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epifluorescence m1croscopy with microautoradiography (AAP-MAR) in order to 

directly assess the activity of AAP bacteria from natural communities by measuring the 

incorporation of radioactive substrates by individual AAP cells. Recent studies using 

this approach in the Delaware estuary and the coastal waters of the West Antarctic 

Peninsula (Kirchman et al. , 2014 ; Stegman et al. , 2014) confirmed thatAAP cells were 

on average more active in substrate uptake than bulk bacterial cells, although there 

were large spatial and seasonal variations in the percentage of active AAP bacteria. 

Moreover, contrary to expectations, light did not enhance AAP single-cell activity in 

leucine incorporation in experimental incubations relative to dark controls, although 

AAP activity was positively correlated with light availability in the water colurnn. The 

evidence converges to suggest that in terms of activity, AAP bacteria must play a role 

that is disproportionately large relative to their biomass in aquatic systems, yet we are 

still far from understanding under what circumstances this role may be more or less 

important, under what scenarios this group has a competitive advantage relative to 

other prokaryotes, and how light influences the activity of this group ofprokaryotes. In 

addition, all studies of AAP bacterial activity in natural environments have been carried 

out in estuarine or marine waters, and the magnitude and regulation of AAP bacterial 

activity i..'1 freshwater ecosystems remain completely unknown. 

In this paper, we explore patterns in single-cell activity of freshwater AAP bacteria 

ac ross a range of tempera te lakes in Québec (Canada) that vary widely in trop hic status 

and light availability. Using the AAP-MAR approach developed by Stegman et al. 

(20 14) we investigated how the proportion of active AAP bacteria, and the ir single-cell 

activity in leucine incorporation vary among lakes, and how they compare to activity 

patterns of the bulk bac teri al community. In addition, we explored the role of light in 

regulating the heterotrophic activity ofbulk andAAP bacteria, by exposing lake samples 

to artificial photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). By quantifying the area of silver 

grains associated with active cells and comparing it with bulk bacterial production 



rates, we were able to estimate, for the fust time, the contribution of freshwater AAP 

bacteria to total bacterial biomass production in their natural setting. 

2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.3.1 Study sites and sample collection 

We sampled 7 northern temperate lakes, six of which were located in the Eastern 

Townships region of southeastem Québec (45 .24°N, 72.12°W) and one in the 

Laurentian region north of Montréal (46.01 °N, 74.15°W), Canada (Table 2.1). 

The lakes were chosen to caver a wide range in dissolved organic carbon (DOC) 

concentrations and a gradient in lake productivity, bath in terms of chlorophyll a 

(Chla) and nutrient concentrations, so that they differed greatly in trophic status, and 

light availability (Table 2.1 ). Bach lake was sampled once between July and August 

2013 . During sununer stratification, lakes may develop a hypoxic hypolimnion that 

makes the detection of AAP bacteria problematic, since it is not possible to distinguish 

bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) containing AAP bacteria from BChla-containing 

anaerobie phototrophic cells. In arder to a void sampling in hypoxic zones, we measured 

vertical profiles of temperature and dissolved oxygen for alllakes and collected water 

samples from the aerobic epilimnetic layer. These profiles were recorded with a Yellow 

Springs Instruments (YSI) Pro Plus multiparameter probe and underwater profiles 

of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) were measured with a LI-COR LI-190 

Quantum Sensor. 

Lake samples were collected by pumping water into 20 1 polycarbonate containers 

from a depth corresponding to an irradiance in the range of 200-300 llffiOl photons m-2 
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s-1 and transported refrigerated in the dark to the laboratory. Microautoradiographic 

incubations were carried out immediately upon returning to the laboratory (2 to 3 

hours after collection). The relative abundance of AAP bacteria was estimated on fixed 

samples by standard IR epifluorescence microscopy (Cottrell et al., 2006). AAP and 

total bacterial cell size was also determined by image analysis from the DAPI-stained 

cells using the integration method (Sieracki et al. , 1989). 

Concentrations of total (TP) and dissolved phosphorus (TP, TDP) were measured by the 

molybdenum-blue method following persulfate digestion. Total and dissolved nitrogen 

(TN, TDN) were measured as nitrates after alkaline persulfate digestion. Dissolved 

organic carbon (DOC) was measured in 0.45 f.llll-filtered samples by wet oxidation 

using an O.I. Analytical Total Carbon Analyzer. 

2.3.2 Chlorophyll a and Bacteriochlorophylla concentrations 

Water samples were filtered through GF/F filters , frozen and subsequently extracted 

with hot ethanol. Chia in the extracts was measured spectrophotometrically at 665nm 

using an UV Nis UltroSpec 2100 Pro spectrophotometer (Biochrom), correcting for 

turbidity at 750nm and for the presence of phaeophytin. BChla concentrations were 

measured on a FL3500-FT fluorometer (Photon Systems Instruments), using the 

standard calibration curve provided by the manufacturer. Samples were first treated 

with 3-(3 ,4-dichlorophenyl)-1 , 1-dimethy lurea (DCMU, 50 f.L M final concentration), an 

inhibitor of photosystem II in oxygenic phototrophs, so that BChla fluorescence could 

be distinguished from Chia fluorescence (Koblizek et al. , 2005). 
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2.3 .3 Microautoradiography of AAP and total bacteria 

The single-cell activity of AAP bacteria and bulk bacteria was determined using the 

AAP-MAR method, as described previously (Stegman et al. , 2014). In brief, 30 ml 

water samples were spiked with 3H-leucine (20 nM final concentration) in 60 ml 

transparent polystyrene culture flasks, and incubated as described below. Incubations 

were ended with the addition of paraformaldehyde (2% final concentration), the 

samples were filtered onto 0.2-f_lm pore-size black polycarbonate filters , and then 

stored at -80°C for subsequent analysis. Sections (1/8) of filters were mounted on 

slides and first exarnined by IR epifluorescence microscopy to determine the exact 

location of microscope fields containing AAP cells. After identi:fying and counting the 

AAP cells, the filter sections were then taken off the microscope and subjected to the 

microautoradiography procedure as described by Cottrell and Kirchman (2003). A time 

series of autoradiographie exposures was used to select the shortest time required to 

identi:fy the maximum number of active cells in each lake sample. The exposure time 

was 7 days for ail samples except for the oligotrophic Lake Bowker, for which it was 

35 days. After exposure, slides were developed and fixed, dried overnight, and the 

filter sections were carefully peeled off of the emulsion so that the cells remained 

stuck to the slide. The cells were then stained with DAPI, and the previously 

analyzed fields were re-located automatically under the epifl.uorescence microscope 

and analyzed again for the presence of silver grains around DAPI-stained cells. After 

analyzing all fields ofview, ImagePro (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA) was 

used to align DAPI images with the identified AAP cells from before and after the 

autoradiographie exposure. If the images matched, the two DAPI images were merged 

to create a composite image and the MicrobeCounter program (Cottrell and Kirchrnan, 

2003) was used to count AAP and total bacteria, to quanti:fy those with silver grains, 

and to estimate the size of the silver grain area around active cells. Since microscopie 
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counts of total bacteria include AAP bacteria, any comparison between AAP and total 

bacteria would be conservative even though AAP make up only a small fraction of the 

total community (see Results). 

2.3.4 Effect oflight on single-cell activity and production ofAAP and total heterotrophic 

bacteria 

In order to evaluate the influence of light on the single cell activity of AAP and total 

bacteria, AAP-MAR was applied to lake water samples that were incubated either under 

artificial PAR or in the dark. 3H-leucine incubations were conducted in 60-ml transparent 

polystyrene culture flasks. Three dark, three light flasks plus one paraformaldehyde

killed control were attached to a surface-tethered array and incubated under artificial 

light at an irradiance of 150 Il mol photons m-2 s-1 for 4 h, in a tank with circulating 

water to keep samples temperature at 20 ± 2°C. Illumination was provided by UV-free 

fluorescent lamps (45-W Sun Blaster™). The light intensity was measured with a HR 

4000 spectrometer PAR sensor (Ocean Optics). The paraformaldehyde fixed samples 

were filtered onto 0.2-!J.m pore-size black polycarbonate filters and stored at -80° C for 

subsequentAAP-MAR analysis (see above) . 

To evaluate the influence of light on bulk bacterial production, three replicates of 

1.5 ml of lake water plus one paraformaldehyde-killed control were inoculated with 

3H-leucine at a final concentration of 20 nM and incubated for 2 h either in the dark 

or under the same light and temperature conditions described above. Incubations were 

terminated by the addition of paraformaldehyde (2% final concentration) and the 

samples were stôred at 4° C until processing by the microcentrifuge method (Smith 

and Azam, 1992). 



Water color differed greatly among lakes, and thus we corrected for the possible 

disparity between the incident radiation and the actual incident light reaching the cells 

during the incubations. Measurements of incident radiation (I
0

) and the extinction 

coefficient (kd) of the lake water were used to calcula te light intensity at the 1 cm depth 

ofthe water sample inside the incubation flask (I
0

) , and the cell activity data obtained 

from the light incubations (percentage active cells, si1ver grain area, and rate ofleucine 

incorporation) were corrected with the coefficient that relates 10 and 1
0

. 

2.3.5 Statistical analyses 

Differences in activity between AAP bacteria and bulk bacteria and differences 

between light and dark experiments were assessed with the Kruskal-Wallis 

nonparametric test, or the paired t-test. Relative AAP bacterial abundance and 

percentages of active cells were arcsine transformed and silver grain areas were log 

transformed for parametric statistical analyses . Relationships between variables were 

investigated with linear correlation and regression techniques. All statistical analyses 

were performed using the JMP 9.0 statistical package (SAS Institute Inc. , Cary, NC, 

USA). 

2.4. RESULTS 

We explored variations in abundance, cell size, and single-cell activity of AAP bacteria 

using the AAP-MAR approach, in seven different temperate lakes (Table 2.1). The 

attenuation coefficient of PAR (KPAR) varied 4-fold (0.3 to 1.5 m- 1
) , DOC concentration 
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varied 5-fo1d (2.6 to 14 mg 1·1), and Ch1a and TP concentrations varied 15-fo1d (0.7 to 

11 jlg 1· 1) and 6-fo1d (2. 7 to 16 jlg 1·1), respective1y, among the lakes (Table 2.1 ). All 

1akes except the shallow Lake Waterloo were stratified during the sampling period. 

Epi1imnetic water temperatures averaged 21 ± 2°C. Lakes Bowker, Nicolet, Waterloo, 

and Ay1mer had a fully aerobic water colurnn, whereas lakes Magog, Coulombe, and 

Croche had an anoxie hypolimnion at the time of samp1ing. The high thermal stability 

in the latter three lakes during the time of sampling almost certainly prevented rnixing 

events between the oxygenated surface lay ers and the deeper, anoxie layers. Considering 

that samp1es were always collected from fully aerobic subsurface waters, we can 

Table 2.1. Environmental properties, prokaryotic abundances, activity and 
BChl a concentrations and content in the epilimnetic waters of the lakes studied 

Environmental properties 

Max. depth (m) 

Sampling depth (m) 

KPAR (m-1
) 

Temperature (0 C) 

Dissolved Oxygen (%) 

pH 

DOC (mg r 1
) 

TP (11g r1
) 

DP (11g r 1
) 

TN (mg r 1
) 

DN (mg r 1
) 

Chi a ()lg r 1
) 

Bacterial characteristics 

Total bacteria ( 106 ce lis mr 1
) 

AAP bacteria ( 104 cells mr 1
) 

AAP bacteria (%of DAPI counts) 

BChla (ng r1
) 

Specifie BChla (1 o-1 fg cetr 1
) 

Bowker Waterloo Magog Coulombe 

63 6 Il 9 

6.0 2.0 4.0 0.5 

0.3 1 1.34 0.50 1.52 

21 25 23 19 

110 103 108 89 

8.2 8.6 8.5 7.5 

2.7 7.8 4.9 14 

3.3 7.3 12.7 16.0 

2.5 6.2 5.5 8.4 

0.15 0.49 0.25 0.44 

0.13 0.48 0.2 1 0.37 

0.8 11.0 2.9 3.7 

2.65 

3.05 

1.15 

5.94 

1.95 

5.27 3.43 2.42 

6.7 1 

2.78 

9.80 

1.46 

13.5 7.78 

2.57 2.27 

24.29 10.52 

1.80 1.35 

Aylmer Nicolet Croche 

14 29 Il 

1.0 3.5 1.5 

1.05 0.52 0.67 

20 20 21 

95 94 96 

7.2 7.5 6.7 

10 3.5 4.8 

11.7 2.7 2.7 

7.3 1.6 1.3 

0.45 0.29 0.16 

0.41 0.28 0. 15 

3.3 0.7 1.1 

2.98 

9.57 

3.22 

5.16 

0.54 

1.38 

4.16 

3.0 1 

8.53 

2.05 

0.92 

4.00 

4.34 

12.57 

3. 14 

Abbreviations: AAP, aerobic anoxygcnic phototrophic; K1'AR, attenuation coefficient ofphotosynthetically active radiation; ON, dissolved nitrogen; 

TN, total nitrogen ; DP, dissolved phosphorus; TP, total phosphorous; Cilla, chlorophyll a; BChla, bacteriochlorophyll a; DOC, dissolved organic 

carbon. 
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assume that the BChla-containing bacteria and the BChla concentrations observed 

originate from AAP bacteria, rather than from anaerobie phototrophic bacteria. 

2.4.1 AAP and total bacterial abundance, cell size, and single-cell activity 

In general, AAP bacterial abundances were law and varied 4-fold (3x 104 - lx 105 cell 

ml-1) among the lakes (Table 2.1). AAP abundance co-varied with total prokaryotic 

abundance thus resulting in small variations in the proportion of AAP bacteria among 

lakes (1% to 4% of total DAPI counts, mean 2.4%, Table 2.1 ). Total bacterial cell size 

varied 1.5-fold among all samples, from 0.10 to 0.18 f-Lm3 (mean 0.13 ± 0.036 f-Lm3
) , 

whereas AAP bacterial cell size varied more than 2-fold (Fig. 2.1a), from 0.13 to 0.29 

f-Lm3 (mean 0.17 ± 0.056 )lm3) . The mean cell size of an AAP cell was 1.5-fold larger 

than that of an average cell in the total bacterial community (paired t-test, p<0.0001). 

When all the lakes were considered together, the proportion of active cells was 

significantly higher for AAP bacteria than for total bacteria (paired t-test, combining 

light and dark incubations p<O.OOO 1, Fig. 2.1 b ). The percentage of cells active! y taking 

up 3H-leucine varied remarkably among lakes, ranging from 2% to 44% of total bacteria 

and from 16% to 58% of AAP bacteria. Overall, the active fraction of AAP bacteria 

was almost 2-fold higher than the active fraction of the whole community. 

Since the leve! of activity per cell can also vary greatly, we also quantified the size 

of the silver grain area (SGA) surrounding active cells. The SGA varied considerably 

among lake samples, with coefficients of variation of 49% and 72% for total bacteria 

and AAP cells, respectively. The mean SGA around active AAP cells was on average 

signi:ficantly larger than that for the bulk bacteria (paired t-test combining light and 
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dark incubations, p<0.0001 , Fig. 2c). Overall, the mean SGA around AAP cells (2.6 

1-1m2) was on average almost 2-fold larger than the area around active cells from the 

bulk bacterial comrnunity (1.44 1-1m2). There was no relationship between the mean cell 

size and the level of cell activity for AAP or total bacteria (data not shown), although 

it should be noted that the current version of the AAP-MAR method does not allow 

to discriminate between the cell sizes of active and inactive bacteria (Stegman et al. , 

2014). 

In order to account for the differences in size between AAP and total bacterial cells, 

the level of activity per cell (mean SGA) was normalized to the mean cell size (Fig. 

2.1d). The mean SGA per unit cell volume of an active AAP bacterium was slightly 

higher than that of an active cell in the total bacterial comrnunity (11 vs 16 1-1m2 Jllii-3 

for total bacteria and AAP, respectively), although this difference was not statistically 

significant (p>0.05; paired t-test combining light and dark incubations). 

The variability in bacterial activity among replicate samples differed from lake to lake. 

The mean standard error (SE) of three replicate microautoradiographic assays ranged 

from 0.20% to 6.84% for total bacteria and from 1.45% to 18.1% for AAP bacteria 

(Supplementary Table S2.1 ). The SE associated with the measurements of SGA in 

three replicate samples ranged from 0.02 1-1m2 to 0.53 1-1m2 for active cells in the bulk 

bacterial comrnunity and from 0.1 1-1m2 to 1.5 1-1m2 for active AAP cells (Supplementary 

Table S2.1). 
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Table 2.2. Correlations between AAP and total bacterial activity or abundance and 
environmental parameters. Pearson con-elation coefficient is shown fo•· significant 
correlations (a 0.05). Abundance was measured as ce lis m(·l, normalized 
grain a rea (SGA) as J.tm 2 J.lm·J, BChl a as ng (· 1 

' 
and specifie BC hl a as fg 

Abttndance % AAPbaCI. % Acli l'e bacten a Normali=ed SGA 13Ch/a Sp/3Ch/a 

AAP 1'01' AA P AAI' TOT AA I' TOT AAP AAP 

0.33 0.26 0.31 ·0.38 0.4 3 -0.4 1 

0.44 0.47 0.13 ·0.35 -0.3 ·0.27 -0.48 0.45 -0.58 

0.45 0.46 0.17 -0.3 1 ·0.24 ·0.27 -0.46 0.38 · 0.67 

0.45 0.53 .o. 14 -0.36 -0.48 0.24 ·0.77 

0.16 0.26 ·0.36 ·0.3 -0.74 

0.47 0.57 ·0.25 ·0.23 ·0.27 -0.33 0.9 1 

0.24 0.16 0.3 1 -0.28 ·0. 11 -0. 11 ·0.58 

lia ·0.45 ·0.66 0.18 0.38 0.45 -0.68 0.22 

(/ -0.33 0.43 

lns AAP, acrohtc ano:\:yp.o..'Tl!C phototruph1c bnctcna. TOT total hach.:na. SGA. SJI \'f..'f' gram aren , KPAR· nth.:nuotion CO\:ffici..:m of the photO:l>'\ nthctJc:dl) nctÏ\'\ 

\'etlmtrop.cn, TN, totnlmtropL11, OP, d•&.~hf..-d pho••phon1s. TP, IOtol phosphon:ous. Chia, chlorophy ll a : BChla , b:tetenoch loroph~ Il a , DOC, dtssohcd orgnmc 

cific hach .. ·n ochlorot)hy ll (1 
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Figure2.1. Cell size (a), percentage of active cells {b), average silvergrain a rea a round active ce lis (c), 
and averagesilvergrain a rea (SGA)a round activecells normalized forbiovolume{d) of AAPand bulk 
bacterial cells. Centrallines indicatemedian valuesandcombinedata from lightand dark incubations, 
boxes indicate the lower and upper quarti les; whiskers depict the 1 01

h and 9011' percentiles, and the 
dots represent outliers. Stars indicate significant differences {p<O.OS) between AAP and total cells. 
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2.4.2 Abundance and sing le-ce ll activity of total and AAP bacteria across environmenta l 

gradients. 

We exp lored the patterns in abundance, proportion of active ce ll s, and the leve l of 

ce ll-specifi c act ivity of AAP and total bacteria in re lat io n to the envi ro nmenta l 

var iab les li sted in Tab le 2.2 ln genera l, total and AAP bacterial abundances responded 

simi lar ly to changes in the measured env ironmenta l vari ab les. The abundance of both 

gro ups increased w ith system prod uct ivity, being positively related w ith phosphorus, 

nitrogen , and C hia concentration (Tab le 2.2). T he concentratio n of BChla was a lso 

pos itively correlated w ith phosphorous , nitrogen , and C hia concentrations, as weil as 

lig ht attenuation (Tab le 2.2). ln contrast, the percentage of active ce ll s in both groups 

decreased with increasing nitrogen , Chia , DOC and K PAR (Table 2.2), and there was a 

strong positive re lationship between the proportion of total and AAP active ce li s (F ig. 

2.2). T he vo lume-norma li zed SGA of AAP and total bacteria were a lso negative ly 

correlated with Ch ia, nitrogen , and phosphorus concentrations, and interestingly, the 

BChla content per ce ll was positively correlated with the SGA of AAP cel ls (Tab le 2.2). 
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Figut·e 2.2. Comparison between the percentage 
of active AA P cells ve rsus the percentage of 
active cells in the bulk bacterial community 
across ali lakes. Data fi'Om the light and 
dark incubations for each lake are included, 
for a total of 14 obset·vations. The dashed 
li ne indicates a 1:1 relationship between 
AA P bacteria and the total community. 
En ·or bars represent 1 sta ndard deviation. 
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2.4.3 Light effects o n AA P and total bacterial activity 

A lthough AAP and total bacteria behaved similarly w ith respect to nutrient status, they 

differed in their responses to light. Overall , the expos ure of bacteria l communities to 

1 ig ht s ignificantly increased the percentage of active ce li s (p<0.05), but this increase was 

on average larger fo r AA P bacteri a than for the bulk co mmunity; the mean enhancement 

of the re lati ve number of active ce ll s was 28% versus 37% for tota l and AA P bacter ia, 

respecti ve ly. T hi s enhancement va ried greatly among lakes (F ig . 2.3), w ith the largest 

enhancement occurring in the lake w ith the highest 1 ight attenuat ion coeffici ent. T he 

light-driven stimul ati on of the proportion of active cell s in the bulk communi ty was 

lower than that of AA P in fo ur o ut of seven lakes (F ig . 2.3), and the hi ghest st imulation 

was found in Lake Magog, w hi ch was the only case where an increase in the number 
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Figure 2.3. The response of AA P and total bacteria to exposUJ·e to photosynthetically active 
radiation (PAR) as determined by changes in the proportion of active cells, for each of 
the 7 lakes ranked by increasing light attenuation coefficients (KPAR). The light-driven 
change in the percentage of active cells was calculated as (% activeugh• - % active0,,.k)/% 
active0 .,.k· The central line indicates the median value of the three t·eplicates; boxes 
indicate the lower and upper quat·tiles, and whiskers depict the 1 011' and 90"' percentiles. 
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of tota l bacteria was detected after incubati on in li ght conditions. AA P abundance 

never changed during light incubations when compared to dark-incubated samples or 

to killed-controls (data not shawn). 

ln contrast to the effect on percent act ive, li ght had no significant effect on silver grain 

area for e ither active AAP bacteria or act ive ce li s in the bulk communi ty, rel at ive to the 

dark treatment (Fig. 2.4a). Accordingly there was no effect of li ght on bulk 3H-Ieucine 

assi milation rates (F ig . 2.4b). 
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Figure 2.5. Relationship between bu lk 
3 H-Ieucine incorporation rate and the total 
average silver grain area associated with the 
total bacteria l community (a). The numbers 
are means + SD calcu lated with data from 
both light and dark incubations for the total 
community. Thesolid tine is a linear regression 
fit through ali log-transformed data (p<O.OS). 
Contl"ibution of AAP bacteria to total bacterial 
production in the lakes, ranked by increasing 
system productivity (b). Fo•· each lake, 
yellow and green bars show the contribution 
estimated from light and dark incubations, 
•·espectively. Central tines indicate median 
va lues, boxes indicate the lower and upper 
quartiles; wh iskers depict the tQ'h and 90"' 
percentiles, and the dots represent outlie•·s. 

2.4.4 Contr ibution of AAP bacteria to total bacterial biomass production 

The total SGA of a li ce li s that took up leuci ne is strongly positively correlated with the 

corresponding bulk leuci ne incorporation rates as shawn by Sintes and Herndl (2006) 

in the North Atlant ic Ocean. We found a si milar relationship for total bacteria in these 



lakes (F ig. 2.5a). We used thi s relati onship to estimate the potenti al contribution of 

AAP bacteria to total leucine incorporat ion (%BP) by ca lculating the rat io of SGA 

around act ive AAP cell s to the SGA around ali acti ve bacterial cell s. The contribution 

of AAP bacte ria to total leucine incorporation va ried among lakes, ranging from 5% to 

13% (F ig. 2.5b). There was no significant difference between light and dark incubat ions 

when a li the lakes were considered together, although the effect of light di ffe red among 

lakes (Fig. 2.5 b). We fo und no clear patte rn in the contribution of AA P bacteri a to total 

bacterial producti on along gradi ents of DOC, nutrients, or 1 ight attenuati on. 

2.5 DI SCUSS IO 

The ecologica l and biogeochemica l implications of photoheterotrophic path ways are 

rece iving increas ing attention, and during the last decade there have been remarkable 

advances in our understanding of abundance and di stribution pattern s of AAP bacteri a 

in lakes and oceans (Hojerova et al., 20 Il ; Ferrera et al. , 201 3; Fauteux et al., 20 15). 

One of the main challenges in furthering our understanding of the eco logica l ro le 

of this group, and in particu lar in determi ning the scenarios where they may have 

an eco logica l advantage over their heterotrophic bacterial co unterparts, has been 

determining the actual acti vity of these bacteria in situ. lt is weil recognized that 

aquatic bacterial communiti es are composed of ce li s with a wide range of single-ce l! 

metabolic acti vities and phys iologica l states, and that only a fraction of ce ll s within 

these complex bacterial assembl ages are metaboli ca ll y acti ve at a given time (del 

Giorg io and Gaso l, 2008). Thi s likely applies to AA P bacteria as we il , but until recently 

it was technica lly impossible to determine the act ivity of AAP bacterial ce ll s within 

bacterial assemblages. The recent development of the AA P-MAR method (Stegman et 

al., 20 14) opened the way to exploring the in situ pattern s ofactivity of AA P bacte ri a. 

We applied thi s approach to 7 di ffe rent lakes in Quebec, which represents the first 

--- -----
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assessment of single-cell activity of freshwater AAP and their contribution to total 

biomass production in inland waters. 

We chose leucine because it bas been shown to be taken up by the widest spectrum 

of freshwater bacteria (see Salcher et al. 2013), and because it is the substrate most 

commonly used in aquatic studies for routine estimates of bulk bacterial production, 

therefore allowing for comparisons with previous results. The strong relationship we 

observed between the total SGA surrounding active cells and the bulk leucine uptake 

suggests that our approach effectively captures at least the fraction of the community 

that is active in leucine uptake. It is well recognized, however, that it is unlikely that 

a single method can be used to describe all the facets of bacterial activity (Smith and 

del Giorgio, 2003), and that the potential effect of light should be explored on other 

aspects of cell activity, such as respiration or in the incorporation of other substrates. 

The fraction of total and AAP bacteria that took up leucine varied widely among the 

lakes we examined, as bas been typically observed before for the total community (see 

Smith and del Giorgio, 2003). This variability suggests that there is a large heterogeneity 

in the proportion of cells that are active in substrate uptake among lakes, yet, in all 

cases, the active fraction of AAP bacteria was always higher than the active fraction of 

the whole community. In addition, the average specifie rate of leucine uptake, based 

on the SGA around individual cells, was almost 2-fold higher for active AAP bacteria 

than for the average active bacterial cell in the community. This difference was slightly 

higher than that of the two previous MAR-AAP studies (1.6 and 1.4-fold, Stegman 

et al. , 2014, Kirchman et al. 2014), and is also in agreement with previous studies 

showing that AAP bac teri a tend to grow faster than the bulk bacterial community ac ross 

a diverse range in aquatic habitats (Koblizek et al. , 2007; Liu et al., 2010; Ferrera et 

al. , 2011 ). We have further shown that AAP bacteria were on average larger than the 

average cell size in the community, a pattern that bas been reported before (Sieracki 
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et al. , 2006; Lamy et al. , 2011; Fauteux et al. , 2015). All this evidence indicates that 

at !east a fraction of the AAP bacteria may be an intrinsically fast-growing component 

of aquatic bacterial communities. However, the large variability in these AAP activity 

patterns reported here and in the two previous studies (Kirchman et al., 2014 ; Stegman 

et al. , 2014 ), suggests that AAP bacteria are far from being a homogeneous functional 

guild in terms of cell size, single-cel! metabolic activity, and physiological status. 

It is interesting to note that the variation among lakes in the proportion of metabolically 

active AAP cells was opposite to that in AAP cell abundance: Whereas total AAP 

bacterial abundance tended to increase with lake trophic status, a pattern that has been 

previously reported (Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Hojerova et al., 2011 ), the proportion of active 

AAP cells and their single-cell activity tended to decline along this same gradient. 

A similar trend was observed by Stegman et al. (2014) in the Delaware estuary, where 

the relative abundance of AAP bacteria was highest in the highly productive brackish 

waters and decreased towards less productive marine waters, but the opposite was true 

for the proportion of active AAP bacteria. This pattern suggests that the abundance of 

AAP cells in a system is not a simple function oftheir growth rate, but depends as well 

on the factors that regulate the loss and the persistence of the active and inactive pool 

of AAP cells. Regardless of the mechanism, our results indicate that the ab un dance and 

activity patterns of AAP bacteria are only loosely coupled, and that conclusions about 

the ecological role of these prokaryotes cannot be based on abundance patterns al one. 

The covariation between AAP and total bacterial abundance observed in previous 

studies (Fauteux et al. , 2015 ; Hojerova et al. , 2011 ; Salka et al., 2008) suggests that 

AAP bacteria respond to the same basic environmental drivers and are subject to a 

sirnilar overall regulation as the bulk bacterial community. Our resutts support this 

hypothesis, since we show here that the abundance of active AAP bacteria tracked that 

of the total bacteria con1mw1ity across lakes. AAP cells appear, however, to be more 
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dynamic than the community as a who le, which was ev idenced by a larger variabi lity 

in the cel! size, in the leve! of single-ce l! activity, and in the proportion of active ce li s, 

relative to the total community. T hi s higher variability in size and activity, which has 

also been reported in previous studies (Stegman et al., 2014; Kirchman et al., 2014; 

Fauteux et al. , 20 15), suggests that although the physiological structure of AAP bacteria 

and ofthe bulk commun ity may be influenced by the same overa ll drivers, the response 

of AAP bacteria to variations in these drivers may be different and more dynamic than 

of other heterotrophic bacteria. 

ln particular, sun li ght would be the most likely environ mental factor differentially 

influencing the physiological structure of the AAP bacterial assemblage relative to 

the bulk bacterial community. ln support of this idea, and in accordance to recent 

results (Stegman et al. 20 14), we observed that the percentage of active AAP, but not 

that of the bulk bacteria, was negatively corre lated to li ght attenuation , suggesti ng 

that the proportion of active AAP ce ll s may be enhanced by li ght avai labi li ty. We 

experimenta lly confirmed thi s pattern in our light/dark incubations, where we found 

a light-driven enhancement in the proportion of active AAP cells that was different to 

the light-driven responses in the bulk bacteria. This enhancement, however, was not 

accompani ed by increases in the average SGA around active AAP cells. T he observed 

light-driven increase in the proportion of active AAP cells could have been due simply 

to a light-enhanced division rate of active AAP cells, but the abundance of AAP cells 

did not increase after exposure to light compared with dark incubations or the killed 

control in any of the lakes (results not shown). These results suggest that light may 

play a role in the activation of AAP ce ll s, regulating the passage of cells from dormant 

or slow growing states to an active growing state, but without necessarily enhancing 

the activity rates of individual cells. The hypothesis that li ght may play a role in the 

activation of AAP bacteria may in part explain why BChla-containing AAP cells are 

found under the ice in northern lakes and in the Arctic Ocean in winter (Cottrell and 
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Kirchman, 2009; Fauteux et al., 20 15). Since the pi gment cannot offer a metabo lic 

ad vantage when light intensiti es are near zero, it may fac il itate act ivation of AAP ce ll s 

when li ght increases and other environmenta l condi t ions become more favo rable in the 

spnng. 

We fo und a positive re lati onship between BC hla per AA P ce ll and acti v ity per AA P 

ce ll as measured by SGA, suggesting that AA P ce lls may be more acti ve because they 

have more pi gment. Thi s result supports the hypoth es is that the sma ll enhancement of 

AA P bacteria l acti v ity due to phototrophy can be accumulated and ev idenced over the 
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lifetime ofanAAP cell (see, Kirchman and Hanson, 2013 ; Kirchman et al. , 2014). Thus, 

it may be possible that light does increase AAP growth rates but that the enhancement 

is too small to be measurable in a short incubation experiment. 

The larger cell sizes, higher activity and growth rates, and preferential grazing of AAP 

bacteria have repeatedly led to the hypothesis that this group plays a disproportionately 

large role in the cycling of carbon and nutrients in aquatic food webs (Kirchman 

et al. , 2014; Hojerova et al. , 2011 ; Koblizek, 2015). So far, however, no study had 

actually quantified their contribution to total bacterial activity in natural ecosystems. 

We estimated that the contribution of AAP cells to total bacterial community leucine 

incorporation averaged 10%, and varied from 5% to 17%. These estimated values 

of potential contribution of AAP bacteria are lower than those reported by Koblizek 

et al. , (2007) and Hojerova et al. , (2Qll) for marine waters, but those studies were 

based on growth rates estimated from the diurnal decay in BChla. Regardless, all the 

evidence suggests that AAP bacteria contribute disproportionately to overall bacterial 

community activity in aquatic ecosystems. 

Taken together, our results demonstrate that this ubiquitous group ofbacteria represents a 

very active and dynamic component in freshwater microbial comrnunities. On average, 

AAP bacteria accounted for 6% of all active cells, which was 2-fold higher than their 

average contribution to total bacterial abundance (Fig. 2.6) . As a consequence of their 

high cell-specific activity and the high relative abundance of active AAP cells, the 

potential contribution of AAP bacteria to total biomass production was on average 

2-fold higher than their contribution to total bacterial biovolume and 3-fold higher than 

their contribution to total bacterial abundance (Fig. 2.6). In addition to light and other 

environmental properties, grazing and virallysis not considered here may differentially 

control the dynamics of the active and inactive pools of AAP cells relative to the rest 

of heterotrophic bacteria. Indeed, experimental evidence has shown that the larger 



average cell size and higher cell activity of marine and freshwater AAP seem to render 

the group particularly vulnerable to grazing (Ferrera et al. , 2011 , Garcia-Chaves et al. , 

20 15). Sin ce there is strong evidence that AAP cells are preferentially grazed even by 

freshwater crustacean zooplankton (M. Garcia-Chaves et al. , 20 15), the contribution of 

AAP bacteria to the bacterial flow of carbon towards higher trophic levels may be even 

more important in freshwater ecosystems than in other aquatic habitats. 
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3.1 ABSTRACT 

Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria are ubiquitous photoheterotrophs, 

potentially playing significant roles in food webs and biogeochemical cycles in all 

aquatic ecosystems. However, basic aspects of their physiology, metabolism and 

ecology are still poorly understood. Here we assessed the links between four key facets 

of freshwater AAP bacteria eco-physiology: growth rates, grazing mortality, total and 

cell-specific pigment dynarnics, and phototrophic potential. Our results indicate that 

grazing strongly influence net ambient growth rates of AAP bacteria, and that this 

strong top down regulation might reconcile the low relative abundance of AAP bacteria, 

commonly found in aquatic systems, and their high intrinsic growth rates measured 

here and in former experiments. Our results indicate that although light did not appear 

to directly influence AAP growth, pigment production may be partly regulated by 

growth, such that there may exist tradeoffs between growth and the expression and 

maintenance of the phototrophic apparatus. The relationship between pigment and cell 

dynan1ics was highly variable, and whereas in oligotrophic lakes, cell and pigment 

production were positively correlated, in mesotrophic lakes they were essentially 

uncoupled. These results suggest a range of strategies concerning pigment regulation 

across AAP bacterial communities, perhaps linked to phylogenetic composition. 





3.2 INTRODUCTION 

It is now recognized that photoheterotrophy, i.e. , the capacity to use light and organic 

carbon as energy sources, is widespread among aquatic prokaryotes (Koblizek, 

20 15). This observation bas prompted an increased interest in understanding the role 

of photoheterotrophic bacteria in the carbon and energy dynamics in freshwater and 

marine ecosystems (Eiler, 2006; Moran and Miller, 2007; Gasol et al. , 2008). Aerobic 

anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria constitute the second most abundant group 

of photoheterotrophic prokaryotes inhabiting the photic layer of aquatic ecosystems 

after the proteorhodopsin-based phototrophic (PRP) bacteria (Kolber et al. , 2000; Béjà 

and Suzuki, 2008). AAP bacteria have been reported to be on average larger and more 

active than the average heterotrophic' bacterial cells in the community, and this bas 

led to the hypothesis that AAP bacteria are potentially a fast-growing component of 

bacterioplankton communities thatmay be subjected to strong selective losses (Koblizek 

etal. , 2007; Liu etal. , 2010; Ferrera etal. , 2011 ; Fauteux etal. , 2015; M. Garcia-Chaves et 

al. , 20 15). To our knowledge, however, only two studies havetested this hypothesis, one in 

a single marine site (Ferrera et al. , 2011) the other in one freshwater site ( Garcia-Chaves et 

al. , 20 15). Although both studies support the hypothesis that AAP bac teri a grow rapidly 

and are preferentially grazed, whether this represents a general feature of the ecolo gy 

and life strategy of AAP bacteria in other aquatic ecosystems bas yet to be deterrnined. 

Another major outstanding issue is whether the high potential growth exhibited by AAP 

bacteria is linked to their capacity to derive energy from light. Culture studies have 

reported that the growth of various AAP bacterial isolates was positively influenced 

by light (Yurkov and Vangemerden, 1993; Biebl and Wagner-Dëbler, 2006; Spring et 

al. , 2009; Hauruseu and Koblizek, 2012), yet the few recent studies that have directly 

assessed the uptake of substrates by individual cells in naturalAAP bacterial assemblages 
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have failed to observe any light enhancement of AAP cell-specific heterotrophic 

activity (Kirchman et al. , 2014; Stegman et al. , 2014; Garcia-Chaves et al. , 2016). On 

the other hand, the observation that the abundances of active or total AAP bacteria seem 

to respond to light availability (Cuperova et al. , 2013 ; Ferrera et al. , 2013 ; Stegman 

et al. , 2014) suggests that light may play a role in the ecology of these prokaryotes. 

Whether this role of light is associated with the growth rates of natural AAP bacterial 

consortia or to other facets of AAP bacteria metabolism remains largely unexplored. 

Linked to the issue of the potential effects of light on natural AAP bacterial 

communities are the questions of how the expression of the light-harvesting pigment 

(bacteriochlorophyll a) varies under natural conditions, and how this variation may 

be linked to the activity and growth of AAP bacteria. To date, most of the information 

related to the variability in the expression of the photosynthesis-related genes cornes 

from experimental studies with AAP bacterial isolates. The results converge to show 

a tight regulation of the photosynthetic gene expression in AAP bacterial isolates 

by a combination of nutrient and carbon limitation as well as oxygen and light 

availability (Yurkov and Vangemerden, 1993; Nishimura et al., 1996; Koblizek et al., 

201 0; Tomasch et al. , 2011 ). This suggests that the expression of the phototrophic 

potential may be highly dynamic under natural conditions, both over time and along 

environmental gradients. However, the quantification of AAP bacterial abundance in 

natural aquatic systems is still mostly based on the presence of bacteriochlorophyll a 

(BChl a), an approach that assumes that AAP bacteria always produce this pigment, 

and few studies have explored the variations in the pigment content of AAP cells that 

do express this function (Cottrell et al. , 2010; Lamy et al. , 2011; Ferrera et al., 2013), 

so our knowledge of the regulation of this photoheterotrophic potential of AAP bac teri a 

is limited. More importantly, no study to date has explored how or whether pigment 

content relates to the potential to grow of this group within natural communities. 



There is cl earl y a need to better link these various aspects of the physiology, metabolisrn 

and ecolo gy of AAP bacteria to improve our understanding of the regulation and the 

ecological role of this fascinating group in natural aquatic systems. Linking these 

aspects likely requires corn bining approaches that have typically been used in isolation. 

Here, we quanti:fied four key facets of AAP bacterial ecophysiology, ali of which are 

potentially linked to the ecological pe:formance of the group in natural ecosysterns: (i) 

gross growth rates, (ii) grazing rnortality, (iii) total and cell-speci:fic pigment dynamics, 

and (iv) phototrophic potential, the latter determined on the basis of the presence of 

the pufM gene, which is associated with the phototrophic function (Schwalbach and 

Fuhrman, 2005). We have measured these aspects in dilution culture experiments under 

dark and light conditions using water samples from :five environmentally contrasting 

lakes in Québec. We explicitly tested the hypotheses thatAAP bacteria have potentially 

high growth rates and that they are also subject to high selective grazing. We further 

tested whether light exposure leads to a higher growth of freshwater AAP bacterial 

consortia, and explored the links between AAP bacterial growtb rates and BChl a 

dynamics. Finally, we explored the coherence in the dynamics of the functional genes 

associated with phototrophy, and the cells that actually express the function, as a way 

to gain futiher insight into the potential ecological role of phototrophy in this group. 

3.3 EXPERJMENTAL PROCEDURES 

3.3.1 Study sites and sample collection 

Water samples for the experiments were collected in :five temperate lakes, four 

of which are located in the Eastern Townships region of southeastem Québec and 

one in the Lauientian region north of Montréal, Canada (Table 3.1 ). Each lake was 
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sampled once during the summer of 2013 . We measured the vertical profiles of 

temperature and dissolved oxygen for each lake, and collected water samples only 

from the aerobic epilimnetic layer. These profiles were recorded with a Yellow 

Springs Instruments (YSI) Pro Plus multiparameter probe and underwater profiles 

of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) were measured with a LI-COR LI-190 

Quantum Sensor. We collected 40 1 of lake water in acid-washed, 20 1 polycarbonate 

containers by pumping water from a depth corresponding to an irradiance of 200-

300 ).!mol photons m-2 s-1• Samples were kept cold and dark while transported to the 

laboratory where it was used to carry out regrowth experiments. Back in the lab, total 

phosphorus (TP), total nitrogen (TN), dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and chlorophyll 

a (Chl a) were determined as previously detailed (Garcia-Chaves et al. , 2015). 

Table 3.1. Physicochem ical and biological character istics of lakes sampled in the p resent study. 
Concentration data represent sam pies collected from the epilimnion. 

Tabl e 1 

Eovironmental properties Bowker Coulombe Ni colet Stukely Cromwell 

Max. Depth (m) 63 9 29 28 12 

Sampling depth (m) 6.0 0.5 3.5 2 

KI'AR (m-') 0.3 1 1.52 0.52 0.53 1.01 

Temperature (0 C) 21 19 20 24 23 

Dissolved Oxygen (%) 11 0 89 94 97 99 

pH 8.2 7.5 7.5 8 7.8 

DOC(mg r ') 2.7 14 3.5 5.4 5.7 

TP (J.lg r ') 3.3 16.0 2.7 4.4 4.2 

TN (mg r ') 0.15 0.44 0.29 0.20 0.22 

Chia (J.lg r' ) 0.8 3.7 0.7 2.6 1.8 

BChla (ng 1· ') 5.94 9.80 8.53 11.56 1.33 

Bacterial characteristics 

Total bacteria ( 10" cells mr ) 2.65 2.42 1.38 1.39 1.08 

AAP bacteria ( 1 O' ce lis mr') 3.05 6.71 4.16 3.75 0.35 

AAP bacteria (%of DAPI counts) 1.1 5 2.78 3.0 1 2.67 0.30 

Puf copy (! 03 puf gene ng· ' DNA) 4.90 7.29 7.80 3.30 n.d 

Cell volume total bacteria (>un 3
) 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.14 0. 11 

Cel! volume AAP bacteria (J.lm 3
) 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.20 0.13 

Biovolume total bacteria ( 105 J.UD 3 mr') 2.17 3.15 1.61 1.90 1.2 1 

Biovolume AAP bacteria ( 103 J.Un·' mr1
) 3.17 10.9 5.39 7.64 0.46 

Specifie BChla ( 1 o·' fg celr 1) 1.95 1.46 2.05 3.08 3.75 

Abbrc,•intions: KPAR· attcnumion coefficient ofphotosynûlctica lly acti,·c rndiation: DOC. dissolvcd organic carbon: 

TP. tOUll phosphorus: TN. tol31 nitrOgcn; Chia. chlorophyll a; BChla, bnctcriochlorophy ll n, AAP. aerobic anoxygcnic ph01o 

dctcrmincd. 
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3.3.2 Dilution culture setup 

We conducted lake water dilution experiments to determine growth and grazing mortality 

rates of AAP bacteria and the total bacterial assemblage. Two experimental treatments 

were setup foreachofthe lakes: (i) a control treatment(CT), consisting ofwhole unfiltered 

lake water, and (ii), a reduced predation treatment (PR), consisting of a 1 :4 dilution of 

unfiltered lake water with 0.2 )..lm-filtered lake water to reduce predator encounter rates. 

For all lakes except Cromwell, dilution cultures also included experimental light 

treatments. In order to assess the influence of light on the growth rates of AAP bacteria 

and on that of the total bacterial assemblages, CT and PR water samples were incubated 

either in the light (cycles of8h darkness and 16h ofartificial PAR, at an irradiance of 150 

)..lmol photons m·2 s· 1 provided by UV-:free fluorescent lamps ( 45-W Sun Blaster) or in 

the dark, attained by covering the incubation botties with black adhesive contact paper. 

Dilution cultures from ail lakes were performed in triplicate 2.4 L Polyethylene 

terephthalate transparent botties and incubated for 3 days at 20± 2°C in a 

circulating water bath placed in a temperature-controlled room. The rationale 

to incubate at uniform temperature was to minimize any confounding effects 

of temperature variations on bacterial growth among experiments. The light 

intensity in the incubation bath was measured with a HR 4000 spectrometer 

PAR sensor (Ocean Optics) . Cultures were sampled immediately upon setup 

(time = 0) for initial conditions, and then sampled at intervals of 12 h for 60 h. 

At each time point, a 25-ml subsample was taken from the dilution cultures for the 

microscopie enumeration and biovolume determinations of AAP and total bacterial 

cells. These samples were fixed immediately after collection with 1% glutaraldehyde 
1 

(final concentration) and kept refrigerated in the dark until filtration . Samples were 
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filtered onto 0.2-mm pore-size black polycarbonate filters and immediately stored at 

-80°C. Total bacteria and AAP cell abundance and cell size were deterrnined from 

images of 4' ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), BChl a (IR autoftuorescence), 

Chl a and phycoerythrin-positive cells using an Olympus Provis AX70 microscope, 

fitted with a charge-coupled-device camera capable of infrared detection (Intensified 

Retiga Extended Blue; Qimaging), and image analysis software (ImagePro Plus, 

Media Cybemetics) as described previously (Cottrell et al. , 2006; Garcia-Chaves 

et al. , 20 15). AAP and total bacterial cell size was determined by image anal y sis 

from the DAPI -stained cells using the integration method (Sieracki et al. , 1989). 

At times zero and 48h, a 40 ml subsample was taken from the dilution cultures for BChl a 

quantification. ThisanalysiswasnotperformedonthedilutionculturefromLakeCromwell. 

The samples were treated with 3-(3 ,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1 -dimethylurea (DCMU, 50 

J.!M final concentration), and BChl a concentrations were measured on an FL3500-FT 

ftuorometer (Photon Systems Instruments) as described previously (Koblizek et al. , 

2005). The specificBChla contentper AAPcell (fg cell·') wascalculateddividingthe BChl 

a concentration (fg ml-') by the corresponding AAP bacterial abundance (cells ml·'). 

3.3 .3 Quantification ofpufM gene copies 

Quantitative PCR ( qPCR) was used to follow the relative abundance of pujM gene copies 

during the course of the dilution experiments. At time zero, 24h and 60h, a 200-500 ml 

subsample was taken for DNA extraction and the genornic DNA extracted was used for 

the subsequent quantification of pujM gene copies. This analysis was not performed 

on the dilution culture from lake Cromwell. Water samples were filtered onto 0.22 

)-lm pore-size filters , and genomic DNA was extracted using the MoBio PowerWater 

DNA extraction kit (Carlsbad, CA, USA). The 245 base-pair (bp) partial pujM gene 
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target was amplified using the forward (pujMF 5' -TACGGSAACCTGTWCTAC-3 ') 

(Tm, 50.9°C) and reverse (pujM_ WAWr 5' -AYNGCRAACCACCANGCCCA-3 ') 

(Tm, 62.5°C) primers described in Béjà et al. (2002) and Yutin et al (2005). To confirm 

the specificities of the primer sets, we examined the target region of forward primer 

pujMF andpujM_ WAWr in 193 sequences, which included 96 pl{/LM sequences from 

two clone libraries that we had previously constructed from water samples from lakes 

Cromwell ( sampled in this study) and the nearby lake Croche, from 97 pu }LM fragments 

generated by PCR amplification from bacterioplankton in the Delaware River, and 

from sequences recovered from 43 temperate and boreal lakes in northem Québec 

(unpublished data) . Ofthese sequences, fewer than 20% and 30% contained more than 

four mismatches at the 3' end of the primers pujMF and pujM WAWr, respectively. 

Partial pujM gene copy abundance was determined in triplicate 15 )ll qPCR 

reactions that contained the following: lx SsoFast EvaGreen supermix (BioRad, 

2x), 3 )ll of DNA stock (DNA stocks: 3 ng )ll-1) , 0.4 )lM of each primer (10 

)lM stock) and sterile, nuclease-free water. Negative controls contained sterile, 

nuclease-free water and no template DNA. The qPCR assays were run on a 

CFX96 thermocycler in 96-well plates using the following thermal profile: 2 

min at 98°C followed by 40 cycles of 5 s at 98°C, 5s at 58 oc and 5 sec at 72°C. 

The number of pujM gene copies in each DNA sample was determined by comparing 

our samples to a seriai dilution of standards containing a known number of pujM gene 

copies. Genomic DNA (gDNA) obtained from a cultured AAP strain (Erythrobacter 

litoralis ATCC 700002) was used as standard; the number of pujM gene copies in the 

gD NA seri al dilution ranged from 3 70 to Sx 106 copies. Amplification efficiencies of 

qPCR reactions ranged from 91% to 1 03%, as determined by the slope of the regression 

of log copies with threshold cycle values Deriving an absolute number of gene copies 

in the original sample is in theory possible, but requires knowing the exact amount of 
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total DNA present in the original water sample and therefore, the accurate estimation of 

DNA extraction efficiency. Because there is much uncertainly in these two variables, we 

rather chose to work with the copy numbers of the pujM gene in each sample expressed 

relative to the mass of the initial template DNA added to the qPCR reaction (as copies 

ngDNA 1
). We used this as an index of the relative abundance of AAP cells having the 

potential for aerobic anoxygenic photosynthetic metabolism. Since there is only one 

copy of the pujM gene per AAP bacterial genome, increases in this relative copy number 

over the course of the experiments would suggest an enrichment in cells containing 

pujM (pujM+ cells) relative to the total (provided that the average DNA per cell remains 

relatively constant), and therefore that the growth rate of pujM+ cells is higher than 

that of the bulk bacterial community. Likewise, decreases in the relative copy number 

over the course of the incubations would suggest a depletion ofpl{fM+ cells relative to 

the total, which could be associated with either lower AAP bacterial growth rates, or 

more likely, higher AAP bacterial loss rates. A constant relative copy number would 

suggest that the loss and growth rates of pujM+ cells and tho se of the total bacterial 

assemblage are similar, and therefore the proportion of AAP bacterial cells remains 

constant regardless of whether the absolute numbers are increasing or declining. 

3.3.4 Calculation of gross, net growth rates, and grazing mortality rates of AAP and 

total bacterial cells 

Gross growth rates of AAP and total bacteria were derived from the time course 

measurements of cell abundances in the lake water dilution treatmentPR wheremortality 

due to grazers was minimized. Additionally, net growthrates ofboth bacterial groups were 

calculated from the changes in abundance in the control treatrnent (CT, who le unfiltered 

lake water) under the presence of grazers and virus. Growth rates (d-1) were estimated 
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un der the assumption of exponential growth, as the slope of the regression of the natural 

logarithrn of abundance (N, cells ml- 1
) vs time (d) in each experimental treatment 

Loss rates due to grazers were estimated for AAP bacteria (L AAP) and for total 

bacteria (1;-ot) as the difference between the net growth rates (1-!N), calculated 

from the control treatrnent, and the gross growth rates (1-!G) calculated 

from the PR treatment as described above: LP = 1-!N - 1-!G (Equation 3.1) 

3.3 .5 Rate of change in total BChla concentration, BChla per cell and pujM gene 

copies 

The net change in BChla concentration during the incubations was calculated as 

the slope of the regression of the natural logarithm of the concentration of BChla 

(ng L-1) vs time (d) in the light and dark PR treatment incubations. This is a net rate 

since it is the result of two different processes: the BChla production and BChla 

loss due to AAP bacterial mortality and pigment degradation. Assuming a high 

photostability of the AAP reaction center pigment and low probability of bleaching 

(Koblizek et al. 2005), the rates obtained in the PR treatment incubations (when 

AAP mortality is reduced) will be a function of the growth rate and the pigment 

content per cell. We calculated also the change in cell-specific BChla content (fg 

ceU-1
) as the difference in cell-specific BChla content for AAP cells (fg cell-1) at 

the end of the incubation (t = 48h) and their specifie pigment content at time zero. 

The rate of change in the relative abundance of pujM gene copies was derived 

from the changes in the relative abundance of pujM gene copies (copies ng DNA 

1) over time in the light and dark PR treatment incubations. The change in pujM 



copies (d- 1
) were estimated as the slope of the regression of the natural logarithm 

pufM gene copies (copies ngDNA 1
) vs time (d) in the experimental treatment 

3ARESULTS 

3 A.1 Environmental characteristics and AAP and total bacterial abundance, cell size 

and biovolume of the sampled lakes. 

Dilution culture experiments were carried out using freshwater waters collected at five 

different lakes that covered a range ofDOC (2.7-14 mg 1·1
) , Chla (0.8-3 .7!-Lg 1·1

) and light 

transparency (KPAR 0.3-1.5 m·1
) (Table 3.1). Alllakes were stratified during the sampling 

period, and epilirnnetic water temperatures averaged 21 ± 2 °C. At the time of sampling, 

lakes Bowker, Nicolet and Stukely had a fully aerobic water colurnn, whereas lakes 

Coulombe and Cromwell had partial anoxia that occupied the bottom of the hypolimnia. 

However, the high thermal stability of the water colurnn of these two lakes, inferred 

from the elevated Schmidt stability index values (95 and 150 J m·2 for Coulombe and 

Cromwell, respectively ), likely prevented any significant mixing of surface aerobic and 

bottom anaerobie layers, minimizing the likelihood of upwelling of bacterioplankton 

from the deep anoxie lay ers to the metalirnnion and eventually to the oxic surface waters 

where we sampled. We can th us safely assume that the BChl a-containing bacteria and the 

BChla concentrations observed originate from AAP bacteria, rather than from anaerobie 

phototrophic bacteria from the hypolimnion. This is further supported by the fact that 

in a parallel study that assessed the composition of these bacterial communities based 

on 16S rDNA genes (Clara Ruiz-Gonzalez pers. corn.), we found very few sequences 

related to potential anaerobie phototrophic bacteria (0.006 to 0.05% of total sequences), 

whereas the relative number of sequences associated with potential AAP bacterial 
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genera matched weil with our microscopie estimates of AAP bacterial abundance. 
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Fi gu re 3.1. Gross growth rates of AA P bacteria (AA P) and total bacteria (Total) derived, 
for each lake, from the changes in ccli abundance during light and dark incubations 
in the predator-reduced (PR) tr·ea tment (a). Grazing mortality rates of AAP and total 
bactel"ia, calculated as the difference in growth •·ates (day· ') between control (CT) and PR 
treatments in light and dark incubations (b, sec Materials and Methods for details). En-or 
bars represent the standard error of the mean for three replicated incubations per lake. 

The abundance of total bacterial ce li s ranged from 1.1 x 106 to 2.7 x 106 ce li s ml ·1 

among the lakes (Table 3. 1). The re lat ive abundance of AAP bacteria, enumerated 

by infrared ep iftuorescence microscopy, va ried between 0.3 and 2.8% of total DAPI 

counts, w hile the re lat ive abundance of pujM gene cop ies quantified by qPCR 
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ranged from 3.3 to 7.8 x 103 copies per nanogram of total genomic environmenta l 

DNA (Tab le 3. 1 ). The ce l! size of AAP bacteria was on average 20% higher than 

that of the bulk bacterial comrnunity (Tab le 3. 1 ). Total bacterial biovolume, 

calculated as the product of ce ll size and abundance, var ied Jess than 3-fold ( 1.2-

to 3.2 x 105 11m3 rn J·1), whereas the total biovolurne of AAP bacteria varied 

1 0-fold (0.4 to 5.4 x 103 11m3 ml·1
, Table 3. 1 ). When ali lakes were cons idered 

together, AAP ce ll s contributed on ave rage 2.7% to tota l bacteria l biovolurne. 

Table 3.2. Summary of minimal and maximal g rowth r·ates, g razin g 
mor·ta li ty ra tes and relative abundance of AA P bacteria (AA P) 
obtained from marin e and freshwate r systems. N R, no data repor·ted. 

System A pproach Growth Grazing Relati ve Reference 

rate mortal ity Abundance 

AAP rates 

bacteria AAP (%) 

(d-') (d-') 

Tempera te 
Re-growth 0.33-2.4 1 0.07-3.3 0.3-3 This study 

lakes 

Freshwater Garcia-Chaves el al. , 
Re-growth 2.1-2.2 2.5-2 .6 0.6-0.8 

Mesocosms 20 15 

Mediterranean 
Re-growth 2.38-3.7 1 1.4-1.8 5-7 Ferrera el al. . 20 Il 

coast 

Bal tic sea 
Diurnal decay 

0.7-2 
in BChla 

NR 3-1 0 K oblizek et al. , 2005 

Sargasso sea 
Diurnal decay 

0.9 1-1.03 N R 1.9-4 .3 Koblizek et al. , 2007 
in BChla 

A tl antic 
Diurnal decay 

equatorial 1.32- 1.68 NR 0.8-1 8 Kobl lzek et al. , 2007 
in BChla 

ocean 

North At lantic Diurnal decay 
1.44-2.13 NR NR Koblizek et al. , 2007 

ocean in BChla 

Catalan sea 
Diurnal decay 

1. 15- 1.42 
in BChla 

N R 2.6-4.2 Hojero va et al. . 20 1 1 

Mediterranean Diurnal decay 
2.35-3 .01 N R 6.8- 11 K oblizek et al. , 2007 

bay in BCh la 

Freq uency of 
China sea 0.5-2 .9 NR 2-2.6 Liu et al. , 20 10 

div iding ce li s 
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3.4.2 Potential growth and mortality of AAP bacteria and the infl uence of li ght. 

The gross growth rates determined in dilution experiments of total and AAP bacteria 

varied among the lakes. Tota l bacterial growth rates varied from 0.3 to 1.6 d·' (mean 

0.68 d·' , Tab le 3.2), whereas AAP bacterial growth rates were 2-fo ld more variable 

than that of the tota l bacterial comm unity, ranging from 0.2 to 2.4 d· ' (mean 1.03 d· ', 

Tab le 3.2). AAP bacteria did not a lways exhibit higher growth rates than the bulk 

bacterial community; whereas in the o ligotrophic lakes Bowker and Nicolet, and in 

the mesotrophic lake Cromwe ll the growth rate of AAP bacteria was sign ifi cantly 

higher than that of the tota l bacterial assemblage (paired t-test, combining lig ht and 

dark incubations, p<0.05), in lakes Stuke ly and Coulombe AAP growth rates were 

simi lar to those of the who le bacterial assemb lage (Fig. 3 .1 a). Overall , however, the 

mean growth rate of AAP bacteria was 1.5-fo ld hi gher than the mean growth rate of 

the who le community (paired t-test, combin ing light and dark incubations, p<0.05) . 

Tota l and AAP bacterial mortality rates a lso differed wide ly between lakes (F ig. 

3.1 b). The lowest mortality rates were observed in the mesotrophic lake Stukely w ith 

mean abso lu te va lues of 0.23 and 0.29 d·' for AAP and total bacteria, respectively. 

Mortality rates were highest in the oli gotrophic lakes Bowker and Nicolet. In the 

mesotrophic lake Cromwell mea n mortality rates varied from 1.38 to 2.23 d-' for 

AAP and from 0.58 to 1.24 d·' for total bacteria . The mortality rates of AAP bacteria 

were sign ifi cantly higher than those of the total bacterial assembl age in a li lakes but 

Stuke ly, w here the mortality rates. of AAP bacteria did not differ from that of the total 

bacterial community (Fig. 3.1 b). Overall , the grazing mortality rate of AAP bacteria 

was a lmost 2-fo ld higher than that of the tota l bacterial assemblage, and both were 

sign ificant ly different (paired t-test, combi ning light and dark incubations, p<0.02). 
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We further assessed the potential impact of light on the gross growth and grazmg 

rnortal ity rates of AAP and the total bacterial assemblage in 4 out of the 5 lakes. 

T here was no significant difference in the gross growth rate of AAP bacteria or 

total bacteria between li ght and dark incubations (Fig. 3. 1 a). The morta lity rates of 

AAP bacteria and that of the tota l bacterial community were s ignificant ly higher 

in li ght than in dark incubations in a li lakes but Bowker, w here the mortality 

rates of AAP in light did not differ from those at dark conditions (F ig. 3. 1 b). 
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Figure 3.2. The rate of change in the relative abundance of the pufM gene copies during 
light and dark predator-reduced (PR) incubations. En-or bars represent the sta ndard 
error of the mean for three replicated incubations (a). Relationship between the rate of 
change in the number pufM gene copies and the difference in growth rates between AAP 
bacteria and the tota l bacteria l community (b). This difference was ca lcu lated as the 
average gross g rowth rate of the pigmented AAP bacteria minus the average gross growth 
rate for the total bacterial com munity derived for each ,-eplicated light or clark incubation. 
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3.4.3 Dynamics in pu.JM gene copy numbers 

1t is poss ible under natura l conditi ons that AAP cell s do not express enough pigment 

to be detected by epiflu orescence m icroscopy. To ex plo re the potent ia l covari ati on 

between ce lis th at conta in the gene and ce li s th at produce the pigment, we a Iso quanti fi ed 

the specifie rate of change over ti me in the re lati ve abundance of the p~ifM gene copies 

during the light and dark dilution incubations. Thi s rate of change of pujM copies was 

al ways pos itive and va ried among lakes from 0.5 to 1.7 d·1.Again , we fo u nd no signifi cant 

di ffe rences in these rates of change between light versus dark incubations (F ig. 3.2a) . 

ln te resting ly, the va riation in the rate of c hange in re lat ive pujM copy number was 

pos itive ly corre lated w ith the di ffe rence in the g ross growth rate between AA P and 

tota l bacteria (F ig. 3.2b), suggesting that thi s apparent enrichment in p~ifM+ ce lls was 

the resu lt of t he hi gher average growth rates of AAP bacteri a re lati ve to the tota l 

bacteria l assemb lage. This result furth er suggests that there is a c lose coup ling between 

the presence of the functiona l gene and the express ion of thi s function in AA P ce li s. 
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3.4.4 Tota l BChla and ce ll-spec ific BChla dynamics and their relationship w ith growth 

rate. 

ln order to explore the links between growth, pigment production and li ght in AAP 

bacteria, we analyzed the changes in BChla concentrat ion (ng 1·1
) a long the time course 

of the li ght and dark dilution incubations. We observed positive va lues fo r the rates of 

change in BChla in a li lakes except in Stuke ly under light conditions (Fig. 3.3a), and 

in a li cases, the rates of change were higher in the dark than in the li ght incubations . 

T he rates were hig hest in the dark incubations of the high DOC and highly colored lake 

Cou lombe (0.65 d· 1
) , and the lowest in the li ght incubations of the mesotrophi c lake 

Stukely and in the o ligotrophic lake Nicolet (-0.04 and 0.17 d· 1
, respective ly, Fig. 3.3a). 

T he rate of change in BChla concentration was positively related to the mean gross 

growth rates of AAP bacteria in lakes Bowker and Nicolet, but not in lakes Stuke ly 

and Coul ombe (r = 0.52 p = 0.0015 ; Fig. 3.3b). lnterest ingly, we observed that the 

pigment content per cell declined great ly during the incubations with samples from 

the o li gotrophi c lakes Bowker and N ico let (data not shown), and the change in ce ll

spec ific BChla conte nt was negativel y corre lated with AAP growth rates (Fig. 3.4a) . 

T he average ce ll spec ifi e pi gment contents measured at the end of the experimenta l 

manipulations were not significantly corre lated w ith the estimated AAP growth rates 

(Fig. 3.4b). 



3.5 DISCUSSION 

Our results indicate that freshwater AAP bacter ia have highly var iable growth rates 

that on average exceeded those of the total bacterial assembl age, but not in a li cases. 

Consistent with our results, the few previous studi es that have assessed AAP bacterial 

growth rates have shown that AAP bacteria have the potential to grow two to four 

times faster than the total bacterial community (Tab le 3.2) . lnteresting ly, however, 
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these high growth rates do not translate into high ce ll densities, since the relative 

abundance of AAP bacteria in our study lakes never exceeded 3% (Table 3. 1 ). 

Previous studies have a lso shawn that AAP bacteria are consistently a sma ll fraction 

of the total bacterial community across fresh , estuarine, and marine waters (Fauteux 
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et al. , 20 15 ; Koblizek, 20 15). One plausible explanation is that these bacteria do not 

attain higher abundance because they are subjected to strong top-down regulation. 

1 n supportofthi s hypothes is, we observed thatthe mortality rates of AAP bac teri a were on 

average two-fo ld higher than those measured for the bulk bacterial community, although 

again thi s varied greatl y among lakes (Ta ble 3.2). This is in agreement with the only two 

previous studi es th at have spec ifically quantifi ed morta! ity rates of marine and freshwater 

AAP bacteria , w hich a Iso showed that these bacte ria are subjected to a stronger grazing 

pressure than the total bacte rial community (Ferre ra et a l. , 20 11 ; Garc ia-C haves et 

al. , 20 15). lt is we il known that protistan graz ing can be hi gh1 y se lective, and that the 

unde rly ing basis of thi s se lecti vity is most ly prey cell size and activity (Jürgens and 

Massana, 2008 ; S in tes and Del Giorgio, 20 14 ). 1 n thi s regard the lar·ger AA P ce l! sizes 

(Fauteux et al. , 20 15 ; Ko blizek, 20 15 ; Sieracki et al. , 2006) and th e hi gh s in g le-cel! 

acti v ity of AAP bacteria (Kirchman et a l. , 20 14; Stegman et a l. , 20 14; Garcia-Chaves et 

a l. 20 16) may exp la in the preference of grazers for these photo heterotrophic bacteria. 

Our own results suggest that graz ing mi ght strong ly influence net ambi ent growth 

rates of AA P bacteria, and a Iso potentially the ir abundance and size structu re, 

s ince there was an overa ll negative re lat ionship between the average loss rates in 

o ur incubat ions and the re lati ve AAP bacterial abundance and AAP ce l! s ize in the 

lakes (F ig. 3.5) . Thi s strong top down regulat ion const itutes a re leva nt link between 

AAP growth and the microb ial food web, and implies a di spropottio nate ro le of 

AAP bacteria in the process and transfer of organi c matter through lake food webs. 

If light ha rvest ing were an important aspect of AA P bacterial metabo li sm, we would 

expect that most of the growing AAP ce ll s would express the ir phototrophic potential 

and synthesize BChla. We exp lored this hypothes is by comparing AAP bacterial 

dynamics revea led by mi croscop ie co unts, whi ch re li es o n the presence of the pigment, 

and by pujM gene copies, which represent phototrophic potential ( chwa lbach 

and Fuhrman, 2005 ; Du et al. , 2006). lnteresting ly, we found that regardless of the 
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light condition, the change in the number of pujM gene copies was al ways positive, 

implying that total DNA became enriched in pujM copies with time. The observed 

increase in the proportion of pufM copies could have been due simply to a decrease 

or even to a constant amount of total DNA over time in the experiments. Considering 

that the total bacterial community did indeed grow, total DNA could remain constant 

or decrease only if the amount of DNA per cell decreased over time. However, the 

cell size of the total bacteria increased and so did the total DNA concentration during 

the experiments (Supplementary Fig. S3 .1 ). Therefore, a more plausible explanation 

is that the enrichment in pufM copies was due to a higher growth of the AAP bacteria 

compared to the total bacterial assemblage. If the growing AAP cells were all 

expressing their phototrophic potential, we could expect the responses at the level of 

pujM gene copies to match those in AAP abundance based on the presence of the 

pigment, which is indeed what we observed; there was a positive correlation between 

changes in the rate of change in pufM copies and the difference in the growth rate for 
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AAP bacteria and the bulk community based on microscopie counts (Fig. 3.2b). This 

suggests that most pujM+ cells must have been expressing phototrophic functions, 

which in turn suggests sorne level of ecological advantage of this function regardless 

of light and other environmental conditions. Since the advantage of expressing 

pujM is likely linked to light, it becomes important to disentangle the potential 

influence of light on pigment dynamics, metabolism and growth of AAP bacteria. 

The sirnultaneous presence of light, BChla biosynthesis intermediates and oxygen 

results in the generation oftoxicreactive oxygen species. To minimizethis negati:'e effect, 

AAP cells are able to down-regulate the synthesis of pigments and the photosynthetic 

apparatus (Nishimura et al. , 1996; Tomasch et al. , 2011; Koblizek, 2015). In support 

of this idea, and in agreement with previous results (Koblizek et al. , 2005, 2007), we 

observed that the rate of change ofBChla concentration not only varied greatly among 

lakes, but was overall significantly higher in dark than in light conditions (Fig. 3.3a), 

suggesting that the synthesis of BChla is down-regulated in the presence of light. 

Although there was a clear effect of light on pigment dynamics during the dilution 

incubations, we observed an intriguing lack of effect of light on the gross growth rates 

of AAP bacteria. A possible explanation is that the higher intrinsic growth rates of AAP 

bacteria may not be directly related to the ir capacity to derive energy from light. Indeed, 

previous studies that have experimentally exposed freshwater and marine bacterial 

communities to light and dark conditions have also failed to demonstrate any light 

stimulation of the uptake of leucine by natural AAP bacterial assemblages (Kirchman 

et al. , 2014; Stegman et al. , 2014; Garcia-Chaves et al. 2016). Field studies, on the 

other band, have demonstrated an apparent link between light and severa! aspects of 

the ecology of AAP bacteria in ambient communities. For example, studies conducted 

in Mediterranean coastal waters reported a positive correlation of AAP abundance and 

day length (Ferrera et al. , 2013). Moreover, recent assessments of the activity of AAP 

bacteria in the Delaware estuary and in temperate lakes showed that the percentage of 
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active AAP cells was negatively correlated to water colurnn light attenuation, suggesting 

that the proportion of active AAP cells may be enhanced by light (Stegman et al. , 2014; 

Garcia-Chaves et al. , 2016). Indeed, in a previous study we found that the exposure to 

light seemed to trigger the passage of AAP cells from the inactive to the active pool, 

suggesting a role of light in the activation of AAP bacteria (Garcia-Chaves et al. , 20 16). 

We therefore hypothesize that whereas light -derived energy may have little direct effect 

on growth, at least in short term incubations, it may nevertheless positively influence 

other relevant aspects of AAP cellular metabolism and ecological performance. 

Although light did not appear to directly influence AAP growth, we did observe a link 

between the pigment dynamics and cell growth in our dilution incubations. In two 

of the lakes (oligotrophic lakes Nicolet and Bowker) there was a signifi.cant positive 

relationship between AAP gross growth rates and change in BChla concentration, 

whereas in mesotrophic lakes Stuckely and Coulombe, where AAP bacterial growth 

rates were the lowest, there was no relationship between growth and pigment 

production rate (Fig. 3.3b). This lack of relationship cmmot be explained by a 

differentiai effect of light on BChla, because there was no difference between light 

and dark treatments, and one plausible explanation is that different ph y logenetic groups 

within the AAP bacterial guild may have different functional links between growth 

and pigment dynamics. Previous reports showed that composition of AAP bacterial 

communities is highly variable in freshwaters, with individual AAP bacterial groups 

having specifie environmental preferences (Salka et al. , 2011 ; Cuperova et al. , 2013). 

Lehours and colleagues (20 1 0) found that mesa-eutrophie and oligotrophic sites in the 

Mediterranean were dominated by distinct AAP phylogenetic groups, and Ferrera and 

colleagues (2013) linked the seasonal dynamics in cell specifie pigment content in a 

coastal Mediterranean site to the seasonal AAP succession. The fact that AAP bacteria 

appeared to intrinsically grow slowly in lakes Stukely m1d Coulombe, with high rates 

of BChla production, and that the AAP community in lakes Bowker and Nicolet were 
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intrinsically fast growing with lower associated rates of BChla production, suggest 

that oligotrophic and mesotrophic lakes may be dominated by different phylogenetic 

AAP groups which differ in life strategies and cell-speci:fic pigment regulation. 

Interestingly, we found a signi:ficant inverse relationship between the change in cell

specific BChla content during incubations and the corresponding AAP growth rates, 

with cellular pigment content declining greatly in samples that had the highest growth 

rates. This observation suggests that BChla losses exceeded BChla production in 

these lakes. It was surprising to observe declines in cell specifie BChla content even 

in the dark incubation because degradation processes such as non-photochemical 

quenching or pigment bleaching are known to be light dependent (Koblizek et al. , 

2005). An alternative explanation is that the pigment synthesis can be modulated 

depending on the growth conditions, and that under environmental conditions that 

promote high growth rates, cells invest proportionally less in pigment production 

or turnover than in conditions of low growth. As a result, there was only a weak 

relationship between growth rates and the average cell specifie pigment content 

in these manipulations, suggesting that high growth rates may be associated with 

high and low cell pigment contents, independent of the short term light exposure. 

The production and turnover of the photosynthetic apparatus is associated with 

relatively high metabolic costs (Kirchman and Hanson, 20 13), including the cost of 

biosynthesis and down regulation during diurnal light/dark cycles (Tomasch et al. , 

2011). Culture studies have demonstrated that pigment expression in AAP bacteria 

is facultative (Yurkov and Vangemerden, 1993; Nishimura et al. , 1996; Biebl and 

Wagner-Dobler, 2006; Koblizek et al. , 2010; Tomasch et al. , 2011), and it would 

be expected that in circumstances where the photosynthetic system becomes a net 

energy sink, for example under extended periods of darkness, cells would stop its 

expression. Our results based on the pujM gene suggest, however, that most AAP 
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cells express the pigment to sorne degree, and this in turn would suggest that the 

benefit of maintaining the photosynthetic machinery must outweigh its energetic 

cost. There was indeed an overall positive relationship between the average cell 

specifie pigment content and growth rates. This is particularly intriguing since our 

results suggest that there is no measurable pigment-mediated light effect on growth. 

One possible explanation is that the amount of energy gained by AAP cells from 

phototrophy is probably too small to quantitatively detect in a short-term experiment 

(Kirchman and Hanson, 2013). According to previous estimations, the expected 

light enhancement of AAP growth per hour would be around 2% (Kirchman et al. , 

2014); a difference which is too difficult to be measured in our dilution incubations. 

These results allow us to begin to piece together the potential links that exist between 

AAP growth, regulation and photosynthetic potential, and collectively suggest a 

scenario that deviates somewhat from current models. We have found that there was a 

strong coherence in the dynamics of cells that carry the phototrophic potential (pujM+ 

cells) and the cells that express this potential by producing pigment, and this suggests 

that phototrophy is widely expressed and therefore that it may confer a consistent 

ecological advantage. The nature of this advantage is still unclear, however. Our results 

confirm that light has a direct effect on AAP pigment dynamics, with BChla production 

apparently being down-regulated under light exposure, and there is further evidence of 

multiple strategies conceming the regulation of cellular pigment content among AAP 

bacterial communities. This scenario suggests that pigment production and turnover 

may support a cellular function linked to metabolism, protection or survival, which 

may be indirectly linked to growth. In fact, our results suggest that pigment dynamics 

during these dilution incubations may be at least partly regulated by the magnitude of 

growth, and not vice-versa. Under this scenario, there may be tradeoffs between growth 

and the expression and maintenance of the phototrophic apparatus, which complicates 

the use of BChla dynamics as a proxy of AAP growth (Koblizek et al. , 2005, 2007; 



Hojerova et al. , 2011). The nature of the ecological advantage conferred by the 

phototrophic function, and the bioenergetics and ecological tradeoffs associated with 

this function remain to be understood, but our results suggest that the higher intrinsic 

growth potential of this group may be somehow linked to this phototrophic function . 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Main contributions 

The main contribution of this thesis is that it provides a comprehensive view of the 

ecology of freshwater aerobic anoxygenic photototrophic (AAP) bacteria, which, 

although believed to be key play ers of aquatic eco systems, had been much less studied 

than their marine counterparts. We have used an innovative experimental approach 

that allowed us to assess and to piece together unknown aspects of the physiology, the 

metabolism and the ecolo gy of freshwater AAP bacteria to improve our understanding 

of the regulation and the ecological role of this peculiar group ofbacteria in freshwater 

ecosystems. Using a combination of tools that includes infrared epifluorescence 

microscopy, kinetic fiuorometry, microautoradiography and qPCR, we investigated the 

regulatory processes underlying the patterns in the abundance, activity, growth, cell-size 

and mortality of AAP in lakes. By carrying out mesocosms and re-growth experiments 

we were able to address, for the first time, the role of freshwater zooplankton and 

protist in regulating the biomass, abundance, cell size and net growth of AAP bacteria. 

An important part of this work was devoted to better understanding the role of light 

in regulating the activity, the potential to grow, the pigment dynanùcs and the pujM 

gene dynamics of AAP bacteria, since although they are the second most abundant 

groups of prokaryotic photoheterotrophs, the influence of light on the ecology of 

AAP remains obscure. The simultaneous exploration of the presun1ed most important 

regulatory processes of AAP and their patterns in cell size, abundance, activity, growth, 

pigment and pujM gene dynamics allowed us to describe the links between different 

ecophysiological aspects of AAP with light and grazing pressure as depicted in figure 

0.1. Most of these links had never been explored before within natural communities 
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and, therefore, this thesis provides an original assesment of the interactions between 

the envirorunent, both physical and biological, and the physiology of freshwater AAP 

bacteria. 

In particular, the following key elements emerge from each chapter: 

1. Freshwater AAP bacteria, similar to their marine counterparts, exhibit higher 

growth rates than the bulk bacteria community. In spite oftheir fast growth, AAP are not 

a dominant component of the freshwater communities since their abundance is strongly 

regulated by grazers. Moreover, this top-down regulation on AAP seems to differ from 

that in marine systems since AAP are not only preferentially predated by protists but 

also by metazooplankton. These different grazing pathways have implications for the 

potential trophic role of AAP bacteria at the ecosystem level that need to be further 

explored. 

2. In accordance with their higher growth rates, freshwater AAP cells are also on 

average more active than an active cell of the total bacterial community. Moreover, since 

the fraction of active AAP cells is also higher than that of the bulk bacterial community, 

their potential contribution to total biomass production is disproportionately higher than 

their contribution to total bacterial abundance. The high variation in the heterotrophic 

activity of freshwater AAP cells is only partly explained by light availability, since 

light does not have a clear effect on their cell-specific activity but it does appear to 

influence positively the proportion of active AAP bacteria. 

3. The last chapter integrates basic elements of the former two chapters. We 

explored the regulation of light and mortality on key eco-physiological aspects of AAP 

bacteria. By these means, we propose a new scenario of the potential links between 
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light, activity, growth and pigment production, and corroborate empirically the role 

of grazers on regulating the abundance and the cell size of natural AAP communities. 

In this new scenario, we propose that although light did not appear to have a direct 

influence on AAP growth, the photosynthetic function appears to provide an ecological 

advantage to AAP cells that we still ignored. This phototrophic function appears to 

be somehow linked to growth in a way that the factors that regulate the growth may 

indirectly regulate the cell pigment content. 

4.2 Novel insight and implications 

This thesis provides the only experimental study so far conducted in :freshwater 

ecosystems with the aim to elucidate diverse aspects of these prokaryotes, as weil 

as the mechanisms that control the activity and the abundance of AAP bacteria in 

freshwater systems. In spi te of the accumulating knowledge regarding the abundance 

and the diversity of freshwater AAP bacteria, nothing was known about their role in 

the freshwater environment. By using this approach, we moved beyond the abundance 

data and assessed the growth, the single-cell activity, the mortality and the pigment 

production of this functional group, and therefore this new approach allowed us to 

further expand the current knowledge of the role of AAP in freshwater ecosystems. 

The results from chapter I and III support the only previous marine study (Ferrera et al. 

2011) that indicates that AAP are subjected to a stronger top-down control by grazers 

than the average bacteria, although mortality rates varied largely among lakes, ranging 

from 0.2 to 2.5 d-1• This preferential predation of AAP may be due to their higher cell 

sizes and higher gross growth rates, since previous studies have shown that grazers 

preferentially predate on active and large bacteria (del Giorgio et al. , 1996; Jürgens and 
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Massana, 2008). Based on the results from chapter III, we conclude that this mechanism 

may be responsible for the observed patterns of low AAP relative abundance, the cell 

size structure of AAP communities, and therefore the net growth of the AAP in the 

natural environment. In addition, the results from chapter I indicate that this regulation 

may be stronger in freshwaters than in marine environments, since AAP cells are not 

on1y preferentially grazed by protists but also by cladocerans, which are the dominant 

members of crustacean zooplankton in lakes but not in the sea (Sommer and Sommer, 

2006). Although this preferential predation of AAP bacteria by grazers had been 

previously postulated, the on1y previous evidence was based on the results reported by 

one marine study (Ferrera et al. 2011). Therefore, our results provide the first empirical 

evidence that this phenomenon may also be common in freshwater ecosystems, and 

further highlight that, due to this unexplored regulation of AAP bacterial biomass by 

zooplankton predation, AAP bacteria may play unique and disproportionate roles in the 

trophic transfer of organic C in lake food webs. Whether this transference of carbon is 

more efficient in freshwater systems than in the ocean, is an interesting question that 

emerges from this study, which could be eventually answered with further estimates on 

the contribution of marine and freshwater AAP to total zooplankton production. 

It has been hypothesized that these high growth rates of AAP could be explained by the 

light harvesting capacity of AAP (Stegman et al. , 2014 ). In order to test this hypothesis, 

we carried out the first assessment of the single cell heterotrophic activity of AAP in 

freshwater eco systems, as well as se veral experimental estimations of the gross growth 

rates of these bacteria under dark and light conditions. This allowed us to directly 

estimate, for the first time, the light-driven activity, the growth responses to light of 

natural AAP communities as well as their contribution to bacterial biomass production 

in freshwater ecosystems. The results from chapters II and III are in accordance with 

previous studies showing that AAP bacteria tend to grow faster, and are more active 

and larger than the bulk bacterial community (Fauteux et al. , 2015; Ferrera et al. , 2011 ; 
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Hojerova et al., 2011 ; Stegman et al. , 20 14). However, the intriguing absence of light 

stimulation on the uptake of radioactive leucine by natural AAP assemblages, shown in 

chapter I and by previous marine studies (Kirchman et al. , 2014; Stegman et al. , 2014 ), 

as weil as the Jack of effect of light on the gross growth rates of AAP communities 

observed in chapter III, preclude concluding whether there is a direct contribution of 

the phototrophic pathway to the growth and activity of AAP bacteria. We observed in 

the experiments, however, that light seems to trigger the passage of AAP cells from the 

inactive to the active state, and we also found that the percent of active AAP bacteria 

did have a negative correlation with light attenuation. This, together with previous 

observations that the proportion of active AAP increase along a gradient of water 

transparency in estuarine waters (Stegman et al. 2014), suggest that light may indeed 

play a role in the ecology of AAP, although the nature of this role remains unclear. 

If light harvesting is an important aspect of AAP bacterial metabolism, a deeper 

understanding of the regulation ofBChla production may pro vide insight into alternative 

mechanisms involved in AAP responses to light. The results from chapter III suggest 

that regardless of the variability in environmental conditions, the dynamics of the pujM 

containing bacteria and the AAP cells actually expressing the pigment are relatively 

similar. This indicates that both pools of AAP cells are not differentially regulated, 

which may suggest that most AAP cells are indeed expressing the phototrophic 

function and thus that AAP cells likely benefit from the phototrophic function. The 

highly dynamic BChla synthesis observed in our experiments agrees with previous in 

situ observations (Cottrell et al. , 2010; Koblizek et al., 2007; Koblizek et al. , 2005), 

and indicates that the benefit of maintaining the photosynthetic machinery should 

outweigh its energetic cost, which in tum suggests that light harvesting is an important 

aspect of AAP bacterial metabolism. One possible explanation could be that pigment 

production may not support in itself a function that is directly linked to growth, but 

rather contributes to sorne other cellular function linked to the metabolism that may be 
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indirectly linked to growth, such as the regulation of the expression of the large enzyme 

inventory typically found in AAP members (Fuchs et al. , 2007; Koblizek et al. , 201 0; 

Yurkov and Csotonyi, 2009), or the synthesis of the abundant amounts of carotenoids 

hypothetically associated with protection from phototoxicity (Beatty, 2002; Yurkov 

and Csotonyi, 2009). Certain! y, white the advantages of possessing the photosynthetic 

function need to be further investigated, this new working hypothesis may lead future 

studies to explore aspects of the metabolic versatility of AAP bacteria tat have not been 

addressed to date. 

Paradoxically, the variability in cell-specific BChla content and the factors that explain 

its natural variation are among the most underexplored aspects of the ecolo gy of AAP. 

Therefore, a significant contribution of this thesis emerges from the exploration of 

BChla dynamics and how this variation may be linked to the activity and growth of 

AAP cells. The results of chapter III support the scarce evidence that natural AAP 

communities show a large variability in the cell-specific BChla content (Cottrell et 

al. , 2010; Fauteux et .al., 2015 ; Ferrera et al. , 2013 ; Lan1y et al. , 2011), but, more 

importantly, suggest that pigment dynamics is at least partly regulated by the magnitude 

of growth, which implies that the factors that regulate the activity and growth of 

AAP bac teri a will influence also the pigment content of the AAP cells in the ir natural 

environment. Perhaps what is even more interesting and, in sorne respect, surprising, 

is that the production of the pigment is apparent! y modulated in such a way that fast

growing cells tend to produce proportionally less pigment than slowly growing cells. 

From a physiological point ofview, our results imply, in accordance to previous studies 

(Cottrell et al. , 2010 ; Fauteux et al. , 2015) that the pigment content per cell may not 

be controlled by the light availability, but may be irrft.uenced by other factors , likely 

nutrients or DOC, that are known to regulate the heterotrophic activity of the bacterial 

cells. From an ecological point of view, these results imply that the conditions that 

favor the phototrophy in AAP may be not the same that favor their growth and in fact 
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can even be completely the opposite. This issue raises the question of which aspects 

of AAP bacteria should be considered in arder to inquire into the significance of their 

ecological role. 

Despite 15 years of efforts aiming to demonstrate the trophic and biogeochemical 

relevance of AAP bacteria in the aquatic carbon cycle, quantitative estimates of the 

contribution of AAP bacteria to ecosystem processes were still missing. This may be in 

part due to the fact that most of the information on the spatial and temporal distribution 

of AAP bacteria in marine and freshwater environrnents, as well as the factors regula ting 

their dynamics across environrnental gradients, has been obtained from surveys of 

AAP abundances (Koblizek, 2015). Our experimental approach allowed us to explore 

not only the abundance but also other aspects of these prokaryotes that may be more 

directly linked to the role of AAP in natural comrnunities, and thus this thesis provides 

the first actual attempt to estirnate quantitatively the significance of AAP in aquatic 

ecosystems. By these means, in Chapter II we demonstrated a decoupling between the 

abundance and activity patterns of AAP bacteria, which indicates that the abundance 

and activity patterns of AAP bacteria are on1y loosely coupled. This suggests that the 

factors that control the abundance of AAP bacteria do not necessarily coïncide with the 

ones involved in the regulation oftheir activity and growth, and irnplies that conclusions 

about the ecological role of AAP bacteria cannat be based on abundance or on activity 

patterns alone. Furtherrnore, by quantifying the incorporation of radioactive leucine by 

individual AAP cells from naturallake comrnunities, we provide, in chapter II, the first 

estirnate of the potential contribution of AAP to total bac teri al biomass production. We 

show that despite their very low abundances, AAP bacteria may contribute from 5% 

to 17% of total bacterial biomass production, supporting the idea that AAP bacterial 

communities must be relevant players of aquatic microbial food webs. 

In arder to transpose these experimental findings to a natural context, we did the 
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exercise of estimating the contribution of AAP bacteria to two key lake ecosystem 

processes: zooplankton production and C0
2 

fluxes (Fig. 4.1 ). For this purpose, we 

used the information available for Lac Croche, a reference lake that has been the abject 

of intense investigation for decades, located in the temperate region of Québec at the 

Station de Biologie des Laurentides of the Université de Montréal (www.sbl. umontreal. 

ca! index.html) . We exploited the advantage of having access to zooplankton 

production él11d co2 flux data that have been measured on this lake by a number of 

researchers, together with our own data on DOC concentration, AAP abundances, and 

bacterial biomass production from a seasonal survey carried out in this lake (for details 

see the section Approach in the Introduction) . We derived from the average surnmer 

AAP abundances in lake Croche an AAP contribution to biomass production using 

the relationship observed in Chapter II, and used the AAP mortality rates by protists 

and zooplankton measured in Chapter I from nearby lake Cromwell to determine 

the fate of the organic carbon consumed by AAP bacteria. This exercise shows that, 

in spi te of the fact that AAP bacteria represent only 2% of total bacterial abundartce in 

lake Croche, they may disproportionately contribute to the overall bacterial production 

in the lake (6 .5%), may contribute significantly to the total zooplankton production 

(5.2%), and their respiration may be responsible for up to 2% of the co2 emissions per 

day in the lake (Fig. 4.1). 

We acknowledge that these are point estimates, and considering the high variability 

in the patterns of single-cell activity, growth and mortality rates of AAP bacteria 

observed among the lin1ited number of lakes surveyed in this study, we may expect 

that the magnitude of these fluxes and the relative contribution of AAP bacteria to 

lake ecosystem processes will vary largely bath temporally within this ecosystem 

and also across different lakes. Although light would be one of the factors that one 

might expect to explain this potential variability, our results from Chapter II show 

that the variability in the contribution of AAP bacteria to total bacterial production 
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Figure 4.1 Estimation of the importance of AAP bacteria for lake C roche ecosystem pt·ocesses: 
zooplankton pi'Oduction and co2 fluxes. 

does not seem to depend on the li ght conditions. According ly, the results from the 

annual survey on lake Croche, w here we measured the bulk 3H-Ieuc ine ass imilati on 

rates in the dark and li ght conditio ns on a monthl y bas is, did not show any significant 

1 ight-dri ven stimul ation of the bacteria l producti on (F ig . 4 .2). Mo reover, despite 

the large di ffe rences in phys ico-chemica l conditions between our study lakes, none 

of the environmental factors considered in this thes is seemed to c learly expla in the 

observed va riability in AA P abundance, acti vity, morta lity or contribution to biomass 

production. There may be other fac tors not assessed here that could expla in the 

observed variability in AAP abundances and acti v ity patterns, such as di fferences in 

taxonomie compos iti on of AA P bacteria l communiti es, changes in the compos ition of 

the communi t ies of bacterivores, di ffe renti a i susceptibili ty of AA P taxa to viruses or 

changes in the qua li ty of the dissolved organic carbon, among others. Thi s hi ghlig hts 

the importance of further exploring the factors that contro l the acti v ity and growth 
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of AA P in aq uatic systems, in arder to identi fy in which s ituations, or under w hich 

cond iti ons, these photoheterotrophic prokaryotes may be more successful or playing 

a more relevant role in the processing of carbon and energy in the ecosystem. ln any 

case, our results provide a pre liminary indi cat io n of the s igni ficance of the AA P role 

and a baseline for further comparat ive ana lyses of the eco logica l ro le of AA P bacteria 

in natura l ecosystems. 

ln summary, thi s thesis demonstrates that AAP bacteria are a hi ghly dynamic 

component of the fres hwater bacterial commun iti es. Compared to the bulk bacterial 

community, AAP seem to be on average larger, more active and growing faster, 
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Figure 4.2 Comparison between bulk 3H-leucine incorporation rates measured in li ght and dat·k 
incubations. The da shed li ne indicates the 1:1 ratio. The plot includes the data from a monthly 
survey carried out in lake CJ'Oche. 
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although these features vary greatly among systems. These features seem to r.ender 

them very attractive to predators. Consequently, AAP bacteria appear subjected to a 

strong grazing pressure in freshwater systems, which may explain the very low net 

growth rates and low relative abundances commonly observed, but that likely results in 

an effective carbon transfer from the microbial food web to higher trophic levels. The 

abundance of AAP in aquatic systems is thus the result of the complex interaction of 

processes that govern the physiological state of AAP cells, their potential to grow and 

their loss in the natural environment, suggesting that few valid inferences about the 

ecological performance of AAP can be made based only on their abundance patterns. 

Our exploration of the effect of light on key physiological pro cesses of freshwater AAP 

communities demonstrate how complex the interactions between the environment and 

the physiology of AAP can be. While the conundrum about the actual advantage of the 

phototrophic function for AAP remains, this thesis makes a significant contribution to 

the understanding of the role oflight by providing an integrative scenario that examines 

the potential links between light, AAP growth, activity, regulation and photosynthetic 

potential. Our results suggest that, contrary to expectations, the higher apparent 

growth rates and potential competitiveness of AAP bacteria may not be directly linked 

to the ability of AAP bacteria to use light energy. The potentiallack of a direct effect of 

light on the growth and activity of AAP does not irnply the absence of a benefit from 

the phototrophic function, but certainly we still ignore the nature of this advantage. 

In addition, we confirmed that light has a direct impact on the synthesis of BChla in 

natural AAP communities. Furthermore, we suggest that pigment production may be 

linked to other cellular functions such as the regulation of the expression of their large 

set of enzymes or the synthesis of large amounts of carotenoids that are hypothetically 

associated with protection from phototoxicity and that the exploration of this link 

may lead us to explain the nature of the advantage provided by the phototrophic 

function. Certainly, this and many other questions remain to be answered, such as the 

apparent regulation of the cellular pigment content by growth and the factors involved 
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in this regulation, the hypothetical tradeoffs between growth and the expression and 

maintenance of the phototrophic apparatus, the environmental drivers explaining the 

variability in single-cell activity and gross growth rates, the links between patterns 

in activity, growth, mortality, and pigment dynarnic with the phylogenetic structure 

of AAP communities, and the role of viruses in regulating the abundance and the net 

growth as well as the physiological structure of AAP communities. However, this thesis 

provides a step forward towards a more complete understanding of the trophic role 

and the biogeochemical relevance of freshwater AAP bac teri a in the carbon cycle, and 

will luckily encourage future studies that will help resolving sorne of the uncertainties 

associated to this functional group of prokaryotes. 
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